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Mining History: The Bulletin of the Peak District Mines Historical Society. Volume 14, No. S, Summer 2001. 

A HISTORY AND GAZETTEER OF THE MINES IN THE 
LIBERTY OF PEAK FOREST, DERBYSHIRE: 1605-1878 

Chris Heathcote 

Abstract: Peak Forest Mining Liberty has generally been overlooked by previous researchers, apart from the more well-known 
mines ofCoalpithole and Odin. This article brings together information from many sources, thus building a comprehensive account 
of lead mining within the liberty. 

INTRODUCTION 

A series of Peak Forest Liberty Barmasters' Books covering the 
years 1752-1856 are held in the Brooke-Taylor Archive at the 
Derbyshire Records Office (ORO) at Matlock. Careful analysis 
of these books has enabled the framework for the following 
article to be formulated. 

Although the majority of the veins in the liberty were worked 
pre-1752, any previous Barmasters' books covering these years 
have unfortunately been lost. Also no mine account books seem 
to have survived, apart from a few single pages scattered 
throughout various other archives. Mining terms used are based 
on Rieuwerts (1998). 

could have been used by miners as an access way into veins that 
are today lost. The shaft has been lost for many years which is 
not surprising because many years ago one local farmer stated 
that, "the wall around the 'Hole' had been rebuilt three times 
during his lifetime", it appears that every visitor to this famous 
chasm, tossed a stone down into the murky depths, perhaps to 
see if the 'hole' was indeed bottomless, which was once believed 
to be true. 

Several interesting facts have 'come to light' regarding Eldon 
Hole, during research for this article: 

A. Eldon Hole was once surrounded by a high wall and entry to 
view this natural feature was by paying a small fee. Access was 
controlled by a stout wooden door (J. Rieuwerts, pers. comm.). 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE 
LIBERTY (Fig. I) 

The boundaries of Peak Forest Liberty 
are equivalent to those of the Parish 
which can be traced on modern O.S. 
maps of the area. It was noted in 1880 
by A.H. Stokes as having an area of 
5026 acres, making it the fourth largest 
in the Derbyshire Mineral Field. 

Fig. 1. The Peak Forest Liberty: A=Oden Vein; B=Middle Hill Vein; C=Foreside Rake; 
»=Marsh Loggin Vein; E=Two Rakes, Birch Hall, Windle and Rush and Eldon End; 
F=Eldon Bent Vein; G= Burning Drake Vein; H=Wrangling Rake; /=Eldon Vein; 
J=White Rake; K=Coalpithole Rake; L= Gautries Rake; M=Oxlow Rake; N=Cop rake; 
O= Moss Rake; P=Fearney Slack Vein?; Q=Barmoor Great Vein? 

The liberty contains two of the original 
Seven Wonders of the Peak noted by 
Charles Cotton in 1682. These are the 
now defunct Ebbing and Flowing Well 
in Barmoor Clough (SK 085 797) and 
the well-known natural pothole, Eldon 
Hole, situated on Eldon Hill (SK 117 
809). A line of natural swallow-holes 
can be found at the boundary of the 
limestone and shale around Perryfoot, 
Snelslow and the Peakshill valley. The 
most extensive of these are the PS (SK 
I 08 817) and Giants Hole systems (SK 
119 826). Parts of the former system 
along with others in the area were 
undoubtedly explored by lead miners 
and it is fair to say that they discovered 
passages and chambers that have since 
been lost and forgotten. 

Exploration of Eldon Hole in 1780 by 
Lloyd noted that a deep shaft descended 
from the bottom of the hole to a lower 
stream passage. It is possible, but 
unproven, that the shaft noted by Lloyd 
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B. Sir John Pettus thought that Peak Cavern at Castleton was a 
large mine 'Audit' (adit) and that Eldon Hole was a shaft into it. 
C. An account by Edward Leigh of a descent into Eldon Hole 
about 1600 was re-printed in Cave Science c.1963-64, and is as 
follows 

There is a place called Elden Hole . .. within the Peak Forest. About 
sixty years since . . . Mr. Henry Cavendish ... caused Engines to be 
made for to let a man down into the Hole. George Bradley of the Peak 
Forest was let down on a rope fourscore yards .... let down 
fourscore yards further ... almost fourscore yards further ... being 
drawn up he was much affrighted ... speechless ... struck with 
lameness ... he declared . .. were bones of Deer, Sheep, and other 
Cattel, and also of men ... he lived several years, but was never in 
perfect memory, nor sound of his limbs. 

The liberty has seen intensive mining activity on the major 
rakes which cross the eastern part of the liberty i.e. Oxlow 
Rake, Watts Grove Vein (White Rake), Slitherstones Rake 
(Birch Hall/Windle and Rush/Two Rakes Vein/Eldon End 
Vein), Gautries Rake and Coalpithole Rake. The western area 
of the liberty around Bee low, Barmoor and Loads Barn has also 
seen mining activity, but in this area the mines appear to have 
been only small ventures. 

GEOLOGY (Fig. 2) 

The main area of the ore bearing deposits within the liberty are 
underlain by relatively flat-lying Bee Low and Woo Dale 
Limestones. Around Peak Forest village these contain a dolerite 
intrusion known as the Peak Forest Sill. The powerful Oxlow 
Rake and Moss Rake and several smaller veins dramatically 
terminate at their contact with the Sill to the east of the village. 

Around Peak Forest village there is a large area devoid of 
mineralisation, but the projected lines of both Oxlow Rake and 
Moss Rake should reappear in the following location. 
Apparently the miners recognised the continuations of these 
veins and worked them on the western side of the village, 
around the area north ofLoads Barn (SK 098 791 ). For example 

Six pairs of stowes booked for John Marchington as Takers at John 
Gar/ick's Old Founder on Ox/ow Rake at the Loads Barn. 
(2/3/1779: DRO BIL 32). 
and 
John Hadfield and Co. set six pairs of stowes as Takers at their three 
pairs of the Cross Vein breaking North out of the Mos (Le.Moss) Rake 
Old Vein. N.B. Near the Loads Barn. (4/1/1782: DRO BIL 31 ). 

The area of the liberty north of the line of swallets and cave 
systems i.e. Perryfoot (SK 100 813) to Windy Knoll (SK 126 
830), is underlain by the Edale Shales and the limestones dip 
beneath these and reef beds are present at this margin. At the 
western end of Odin Mine these shales were penetrated to work 
the vein in the lower limestones, and also at the western end of 
Coalpithole Rake in Chapel-en-le-Frith Liberty. Odin Mine in 
Peak Forest Liberty has already been researched by Ford and 
Rieuwerts (1976). 

The geological map of the district (Sheet SK 15SW) shows the 
Lower and Upper Millers Dale lavas outcrop adjacent to Oxlow 
Rake and Old Moor Mine, at which locations the two lavas are 
displaced laterally by the vein fault. Both of the lavas are shown 
to die out to the west of Oxlow Rake/Old Moor Mine, but a 
record shows that the 'channel' was encountered at a depth of 14 
fathoms at Penny Mine Engine in Castleton Liberty. This may 
be either a previously unsuspected westwardly extension of the 
Lower Lava, or perhaps a very localised development. 

Fig. 2. Geology of Peak Forest: BLL=Bee Low Limestones; ES=Edale Shales; D=Dolerite 
(Peak Forest Sill); UL= Upper Millers Dale Lava; LL=Lower Millers Dale Lava. Natural 
caves or"opens": Ox=Oxlow; Lu=Lum; Do=Dove Hole; Bu-Bull Pit; El=Eldon Hole. 

EARLY HISTORY OF THE MINES: 
Pre-1752 
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The majority of the entries made by the 
Barmaster, from 1752 onwards refer to 
miners freeing meers in 'old veins'. It is 
therefore obvious that the veins had been 
worked by earlier miners. Unfortunately 
little is known about these early lead 
workings, but possibly the mines on Cop 
Rake were at work during the 13th 
century (see section on Cop Rake). 

The earliest definite reference to mining 
within the liberty dates from about 1605 

Edward Peake of Brockdale Head in the 
Forest of the Peake, Mynour, his father 
Roger Peake about 16 years ago left his 
groves ... one grove in the Copp Rake, one 
in Oxloe Rake and divers others in the 
Forest, valued at £500, jointly to two sons, 
his brother and wife etc. (16/10/1621: 
PRO. C3 371/19). 

This entry proves that the veins on Cop 
and Oxlow Rake had been worked from 
the early 17th century and from the 
amount of money mentioned they, and 
the others, must have been very rich 
workings. 

The following entries show that other 
veins had been worked before 1669-71 
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a staked meer of ground ... called ye north 
grayne head or ye White rake . . . at an 
ancient meer stake called John 
Winterbottoms meer. 
(1669: SCL. Bag. Coll. 702). 

North Grain Head or White Rake is now 
known to be the area of land in the 
vicinity of Watts Plantation at SK123 
807 on Eldon Side. 

MIDDLE HILL 

ancient grove or freed meere of ground 
comonly called Beverleys Grove neare 
Ashenholme pitt. (6/10/1670: SCL. Bag. 
Coll. 702). 

1000FEET 

The locations of Beverleys Grove and 
Ashenholme pitt are not known, but they 
are believed to be on Moss Rake in the 
vicinity ofBrockdale Head near the Peak 
Forest/Bradwell Liberty boundary 

SNELSLOW 

meere of ground in ye middle vayne on ye 
back of Eldon neare ye primgapp there--also 
possessed of a meere of ground on ye back of 
Eldon in a Sun vayne distinct from - middle 
vayne. 

Fig. 3. The mines on Middle Hill and Foreside Rake: B=Primgap; C=Joseph Wright's 
Founder, c.1759; D=Entrance to PB; E=Shalellimestone boundary; F=lsaac Rose's Founder, c1787; 
G=lsacc Eeedsfounder, c. 1817; H=Liberty boundary. 

(December 1670: SCL.Bag. Coll. 702). 

These veins are undoubtedly at the area 
now called Lower Slitherstones at 
SKI 16 815. 

Meers Freed: Opens=l3+1yd 9ins.; Maskill=/9; New Maskill=9; Lum=6; Speedwell=5; 
Locations unknown (meers): Splayfoot(]); Maski/I Scrin (I); Packthread Folly (I); 
Cakle Makle (]"); Found at Last (4); Luck(]); Leather Bend/Ben (6); Whitehall (7); 
John Marchington's Old Founder (4); Snow Hole(]); Isaac Morten's Founder (9); 
Whitecar Organ Vein (4); Stotpha Dale(?; Steel Scrin (?). 

No details are given of a dispute at the 'Sun side of 
Cawthridge'. 1671 (SCL. Bag. Coll. 702) but this must be 
referring to a vein on Gautries Rake. 

The Bagshawe Muniments (12/1/60) held at John Rylands 
Library, Manchester, contain the ore accounts of several mines 
within the liberty dating from 1709-1715, including the 
following, with the ore measured in loads and dishes 

Gawtris Grove. Edward Heyward. 1709-1714. 34 - 4½ 
Ox/ow Grove. John Bradley. Richard Bagshawe. 1709-1714. 85 - 3 
Eldon "Fforrest". John Bradley. Richard Bagshawe ¼ share. 
1713-1715 0-6 

The first two entries are obviously on Gautries Rake and Oxlow 
Rake. The location of the last entry is not known, but it is 
possibly located somewhere on Eldon Hill. 

From 1727 to 1734 the following mines were in production 
within the liberty. (DRO BIL 71) 

1727 Oden, Thomas Marshall on Eldon. 
1728 Ore measured, but mine not named. 
1729 Oden. 
1730 Oden, Two Rakes Head, Ox/ow Head, Ox/ow Wells (Walls), 
Ox/ow Side, Ox/ow End, George Bradley on Ox/ow, Four 
other mines on Ox/ow. 
1731-1732 Oden, George Bradley on Ox/ow, Four other mines 
on Ox/ow. 
1732-1733 Oden, George Bradley. 
1733-1734 Oden. 

THE MINES: 1752 onwards 

Though the Barmasters' Books contain hundreds of entries 
concerning the location of mines sometimes these are so vague 
in the information that they contain that they provide little upon 
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which comment can be made for instance 

Thomas Hadfield and Co. gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer 
in an Old Vein on Eldon Top. (17/10/1753: DRO BIL 31). 
No name is given to the mine and only the approximate location 
of it is mentioned. It is therefore virtually impossible to give a 
specific grid reference for this example and also many more. 
Sometimes the opposite case prevails because the Barmaster has 
been very specific about the location of a mine 

Daniel Mellor . .. sold to Jeremy Royse ... a certain piece of ground 
called Windle and Rush on the Backside of Eldon, that is 156 yds. West 
of the climbing shaft and 156yds. East of the said shaft . .. 
(12/7//1823: DRO BIL 35). 

From this entry and others it is possible to locate the above 
mentioned mine on what is now called Slitherstones Rake and 
also the length of ground in the title, in this case it is 8 meers. 
It should be noted that the name 'Slitherstones Rake' appears to 
have been invented by the Ordnance Survey in 1840, when 
Lower Slitherstones Mine appears on the 2 inches to 1 mile O.S. 
map. All of the entries consulted so far use the names, Two 
Rakes Vein, Birch Hall (Great) Vein, Windle and Rush Vein 
and Eldon End Vein. The only time that the name 'Slitherstones' 
appears in any Book of Entries is in 1753, when 

John Barber and Co. gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer of 
an Old Vein at Slitherston Yeat (Gate). (27/10/1753: DRO BIL 31). 

Therefore the following locations of the mines are believed, by 
the author, after careful analysis, to be as accurate as possible 
using the information given by the Barmaster at the time. 

Aerial photographs, old maps and geological maps have been 
used to plot all the known veins, as accurately as possible, on to 
O.S. 1 :2500 scale maps of the liberty. Many mine locations 
mentioned below have been added along with the meers of 
ground worked, giving as complete a picture as possible. 
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The easiest and most logical way to 
describe the locations (if known) of the 
mines is to work along the major veins 
from east to west and from north to 
south throughout the liberty. The smaller 
veins of certain areas will also be 
described e.g. Perry, Loads, Bam1oor 
etc. 

Details oftbe mines and any significant 
history are given, along with grid 
references (for O.S. 1 :25000 scale maps 
of the area) and sketch maps of the vein 
show the positions of mines. 

MIDDLE HILL (Fig. 3) 

MiddJe Hill Top to Giants Hole Lane 
The exact location of the mines on this 
vein cannot be positively placed because 
the details given by the Bannaster are 
lacking in detailed information 

. . . I began with Isaac Hall and Co. al a 
mine called Middle Hill or Stotpha Dale. 
(18/1/1752: DRO 8/L 31) . 

. . . Booked for Isaac and Jasper Hall, 24 
pairs of stowes standing for a North Vein 
East from (Isaac) Morten Old Founder on 
Middle Hill Vein and 8 pairs West from the 
Founder. (22/4//1753: ORO BIL 31). 

The above entries obviously refer to the 
same mine. The first is of interest 
because of the name 'Stotpha'. 
Apparently this name could be the Old 
English 'Stot' (Bull, Ox etc.) and local 
dialect 'pha' (Farm), hence Bullfann 
Dale. Was PeakshilI Fann at the bottom 
of the dale separating Middle Hill and 
Snelslow once known as the 'Bullfann'? 
(D. Arthur, pers. comm). 

The second entry is also of interest 
because the total number of meers freed 
equals I 056 yards in length. This is 
slightly puzzling because the length of 
vein visible today is approximately four 
meers in length. The answer could 
simply be that the mjners freed this 
length of vein with no intention of 
working it, but to stop other miners from 
possessing it. It will be seen from further 
entries for several mines in other areas 
of the liberty that this is not an isolated 
practice, for example in 1787 

Samuel Frith Esq .. . Booked 80 stowes 
standing for all the Veins . . . on the Loads 
Know! and 30 stowes . .. on Barmoor Great 
Vein. (27/8/1787: DRO B/L31). 

The following mines are noted as being 
on Middle Hill, but their exact location 
is also not known 

Isaac Hall and Co .. . . breaking out of their 
Old Vein on Middle Hill and called it 

Plate 1 (top). Fragment of crushing-stone and grass-covered circle at Jowle Grove, Upper 
White Rake, Eldon Side. 

Plate 2 (middle). Surviving wall of small engine house on Nether Oxlow, OxJow Rake. 

Plate 3 (below). View east along Oxlow Rake from Clear-the-Way Mine towards Oxlow 
Head Engine Mine, Oxlow Top. 

4 
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WhitecarOrgan. (23/5/1753: DRO B/L3 l ). 
Robert Barber and John Hall . . . on the 
South Side of Old Middle Hill Vein called 
Snow Hole. May 14th. 1804. (DRO 8 /L 33). 

Both of these mines are in the vicinity of 
Jsaac Morten's Old Founder, Whitecar 
Organ is possibly to the north and Snow 
Hole is obviously to the south. 

FORESJDE RAKE (Fig. 3) 

Castleton/Peak Forest Liberty 
boundary to B6061 road 
This is one of the most well-known and 
documented mineral veins in this part of 
Derbyshire. The portion in Peak Forest 
Liberty contains the well-known mines 
of Opens (Oxlow Caverns) and 
Maskhill. Too the west of these locations 
the vein crosses the prominent hill called 
Snelslow and terminates finally in the 
region of PS Swallet, where it 
encounters the shale/limestone 
boundary. 

The following can all be positively 
located on the course of the vein, from 
the liberty boundary westwardly to the 
B606 l Castleton to Perryfoot Road. 

Commencing at the liberty boundary the 
first title is that of the Opens or Rackity/ 
Rickety Mine at SK 125 822 with a total 
of 13 meers plus a primgap of 1 yd. 9 
ins. Continuing westwardly the next title 
belongs to Maskhill at SK 122 822, the 
Barmaster made the following entries 
concerning this mine 

Nicked 8 stowes on a Vein called Mask.hill 
belonging to Elias Rose of Castleton. 
(24/8/1790: OROB/L31). 

Gave the ground to Robert Barber ofMam. 
He set /9 .1·towes on the Vein. (13/9/1790: 
ORO 8/L 31). 

This total of 19 meers is the most gained 
from the available information. When 
this length of ground is measured out on 
a modem map of the vein, it is seen that 
it terminates 3 meers east of the B6061 
road. The reason why Robert Barber did 
not claim the vein to the roadside is 
slightly puzzling. Was this short stretch 
already in possession of other miners? 

Another mine that can be positively 
marked on a modem map is the 
following 

.Joseph Wright gave one dish of ore to free a 
Founder Meer of an Old North Break, 
breaking out of Old Maskhill Vein called 
New Mask.hill. 24/3/1759: ORO 8/L 31 ). 
The hillocks marking the course of this 
vein are clearly seen on the hillside 
slightly below the main rake workings 

Plate 4 (top). Limestone crushing-stone and grass-covered circle at Burning Drake Mine, 
Eldon Top. 

Plate 5 (above). Remains of an ore-kiln or hopper with Bank Top Mine visb/e behind, 
Middle 0.xlow, Ox/ow rake. 

Plate 6 (below). Remains of a coe wall with ore-storage recess, Wrangling Rake, Eldon 
Hill. 

5 
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(SK123 823). This must be the location of New Maskhill 
because this is the only vein that is north of the main vein. The 
following entries could refer to the same vein 

John Kirk and Co. gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer 
of an Old North Break, breaking out of the Foreside Rake and 
called it Splayfoot. (7/7/1764: ORO BIL 32). 

Thomas Burrows arrested a mine called Maskhill Scrinfor the 
sum of £1-3-2 then belonging to John Wright. 
(6/10/1764: ORO BIL 31). 

The following entry is vague in the information given, therefore 
its exact location is not known, but it is obviously close to the 
Opens/Maskhill workings 

Robert Nall and Co ... a New Vein near Ox/ow House called Pack 
Thread Folly. (21/10/1754: DRO BIL 31). 

There is an isolated reference to a mine lying to the south of 
Foreside Rake but not connected to the main vein 

Given to Mr. J How, Barmaster, one dish of ore to free a Founder 
Meer of a New Pipe upon Castleton Close near the Milestone and 
called it Mile End Pipe. 5/10/1840: (DRO BIL 36). 

This entry was very puzzling, but by careful analysis its location 
has been positively identified. Castleton Close is the old name 
for the large field to the east of the lane alongside Eldon Hill 
Quarry and a milestone is found at the side of the B6061 road, 
therefore the mine was somewhere near this. Field evidence has 
revealed a series of small hillocks at SK 116 819, one meer in 
length, at this location at the foot of the steep hillside, which 
must be the location of the mine. 

B6061 to shale/limestone boundary 
Continuing along the course of the vein across the B6061 road 
and onto Snelslow many mines are mentioned but unfortunately 
the entries are once again vague in the information that they 
contain and their exact locations cannot be identified. The 
entries are as follows 

Ezra Hill and Co. gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer of an 
Old Vein on Snelslow and called it Luck. (6/11/1754: DRO BIL 31). 

John Marching/on gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer of an 

Old Vein on the Foreside Rake on Sne/slow. 
(20/12// 1758: DRO BIL 31 ). 

In 1760 and 1761 John Marchington freed 2 meers east of his 
founder on Snelslow. In 1773 the following entry is found 

Joseph Cartledge on behalph of Mr. Broom and Co. gave two dishes 
of ore to free a Second and Third Taker Meer East from John 
Marchington's Old Founder at Leather Bend on Sne/slow. 
(13/5/1773: DRO BIL 32). 

The above entries are perfect examples of how mines change 
names from one ownership to the other. It will be seen in further 
entries from other parts of the liberty that this is not an isolated 
occurrence. A later entry gives the total number ofmeers freed 
at this mine 

Nicked 6 stowes on a mine called Leather Bend or Ben, at the 
request of John Barber. (30/4/1827: ORO BIL 35). 

Another mine that must be on Foreside Rake is the following 

John Jackson gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer in 
an Old Vein on Snelslow . .. and called it Whitehall. 
(3//9/1810: ORO BIL 41). 

No further entries are found concerning this mine until 1845 

Nicked 7 stowes at Whitehall. (26/5/1845: DRO BIL 37). 

Whether Whitehall and Leather Bend were adjacent to each 
other on Foreside Rake is not recorded or known. 

More entries concern mines on Snelslow whose exact location 
is not known 

George Hartle and Co. gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer 
of a New Vein on Sne/s/ow. (8 /5/1787: DRO BIL 31 ). 

John Rose and Co. gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer of an 
Old Vein on Snelslow called Cakle Mak/e. (23/6/1737: DRO BIL 31 ). 

Given to Mr. J How, Barmaster, one dish of ore to free a New Pipe on 
Sne/slow, the name given is Found at Last. John Bennett. 
(4/9//1840: DRO BIL 36). 

Found at Last is not mentioned again until 1846 

Fig. 4. Mines on "Slitherstones Rake": A=Shaft, 70 fathoms deep, c.1886; B=Wall in the Dale, c.1789; C=Amos & John Mellor killed 
25/5/1817; Barber's Stake, c.1789; E=Transfer ofmeer, c.1832; F= John Barber's Founder, c.1753; G=Jasper Hall's Founder, c.1752; 
H=Primgap, 5 yards; l=Liberty boundary. 
Meers Freed: Marsh Loggin 29+9 yards; Two Rakes Head 9½+ 5 yards; Birch Hall 5+20 yards 1 foot; Windle & Rush 8; Eldon End 22. 
Locations unknown (meers): Smiling Nancy (l); Sliterton Yate Hillock (l); Birch Hall "Stret" Vein (l); Hopeful(?). 
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Jonathan How, Barmaster, called upon by John Bennett, to lay him his 
ground out at Found at Last as freed on Sept. 4th. 1840, for a new pipe 
upon Snelslow. N.B. Laid one meer ranging Southwest from his 
Founder Shaft and one meer ranging Northeast from the Founder and 
the Lord's Meer at the most Northeast Stake. (26/6/1846: ORO BIL 
37). 

This last entry is confusing because no vein that is visible today 
on Snelslow appears to have a NE-SW orientation. The vein 
continues in a westwardly direction towards the locality of P8 
swallet. This portion of the vein containing Lum Mine and the 
adjacent Speedwell Mine is described later in the article. (see 
section concerning Soughs). 

MARSH LOGGIN VEIN and SLITHERSTONES RAKE. 
(Fig. 4) 

Castleton/Peak Forest Liberty boundary to Lower 
Slitherstones 
The location of Marsh Loggin Vein can be easily located 

Marsh Loggin, North o/Thomas Hill's Mine. 
(24/10/1836: DRO BIL 36). 

Thomas Hill was operating at Birch Hall Mine on Slitherstones 
Rake at this time. It will be seen from the following details 
concerning the latter Rake that the location of Birch Hall Mine 
along with others can be located exactly. Another entry 
concerning Marsh Loggin is of interest · 

Charles Tym bought from John Royse, Marsh Loggin in Castleton 
Close, so far as the same belongs to the Speedwell Mine Company.for 
the sum of 30/-. (8/2/1850: ORO BIL 37). 

The large field that contains this vein and Slitherstones Rake is 
called (Great) Castleton Close or the Beet in mining documents. 
and from the reference to the Speedwell Mine Company it is 
obvious that the Speedwell miners were involved in this vein, 
but if they ever actually worked in this location is not clear. Did 
they plan to extend their workings from the main Speedwell 
area near Castleton, westwardly along New Rake and Linicar 
Rake to this location in Peak Forest Liberty? 

The total freed on this vein are 26 meers and 9 yds. When these 
are plotted on the ground they match exactly the total length of 
the vein from the liberty boundary in the east, to its intersection 
with Windle and Rush Vein in the west at Lower Slitherstones. 
However, the whole length of the vein does not appear to have 
been worked because field evidence shows that the hillocks on 
the vein terminate two meers to the east of the intersection with 
Windle and Rush Vein. The last shaft hollow at this location is 
quite wide, possibly indicating that a fairly large diameter shaft 
was sunk at this location, presumably to test the vein at depth. 

Castleton/Peak Forest Liberty boundary to B6061 road 
Slitherstones Rake along with Foreside Rake to the north is one 
of the best known in this part of the mineral district. The mines 
at this locality can be exactly placed by interpreting the entries 
made by the Barmasters. Starting at the liberty boundary in the 
east the vein continued in a westerly direction towards what is 
now the site of the extensive Eldon Hill Limestone Quarry. This 
quarry has unfortunately obliterated the most western point of 
the vein known as Lower Slitherstones. This location marked 
the sites of two mine titles, Windle and Rush or Rush Mine and 
Eldon End Mine. More will be said about these mines in due 
course. 

The following entries concern the mines on this vein, starting in 
the east at the liberty boundary 

7 

Jasper Hall and Co. gave 7 dishes of ore to free 6 Meers and one 
halph of ground, a 3,4,5,6,7,8,9, Taker Meers East from his Old 
Founder at Two Rakes Head ... made a Prim Gape of 5 yds. from 
the last stake and the Forest Wall. (4/5/1776: ORO BIL32). 

From this entry we can see that the total number of meers in the 
Two Rakes Head title is 9½ meers plus the prim gap in a 
westerly direction from the liberty boundary. 

The next mine title on the vein is Birch Hall because the 
following entry states 

John Barber and Co. gave one dish of ore to free 20yds. and 1ft of 
ground being a First Taker Meer East from their Old Founder at Birch 
Hall joining Isaac Morten and Co. at a mine called Two Rakes Head. 
(25/1/1756: ORO BIL 31). 

Isaac Morten was at Two Rakes Head during the period 1756-
1772 before the takeover by Jasper Hall and Co. From the 
terminology used in the above entry it is clear that Birch Hall 
Mine is west of Two Rakes Head. John Barber also had 4 meers 
west of his founder giving a total of 5 meers and 20yds 1 ft in 
the title at Birch Hall. 

Continuing west along the vein into the Lower Slitherstones 
area the next title is Windle and Rush or Rush Mine because the 
following entry states 

Booked for Amos Mellor 8 stowes standing on the Windle and Rush 
Vein, the West pair goes to the Wall in the Dale and the most East to 
Barber's Stake. (25/4/1789: (ORO BIL 31 ). 

Again the terminology used in the above entry pinpoints Windle 
and Rush Mine as lying west of Birch Hall Mine. Incidentally 
'Windle and Rush' is a reminder of the old local tradition of 
'Rush Bearing'. 'Windle' is the small cart that was used to 
transport the rushes to the Church. Eight meers is the total 
length of ground in the title because another entry states 

Daniel Mellor of Peak Forest sold to Jeremy Royse Jnr. of Castleton 
a certain piece of ground called Windle and Rush that is l 56yds. West 
of the climbing shaft and J 56yds. East of the said shaft, for the sum of 
£11. (12/7/1823: ORO. BIL 35). 

The terminology used in the first entry, the 'Wall in the Dale' is 
slightly puzzling because when the meers of ground are plotted 
on a modem Ordnance Survey map the western boundary of 
Windle and Rush appears to end at nothing of significance. 
However, in 1789, there could have been a wall at this location 
and the area would have been a shallow dry dale. Subsequent 
quarrying operations have removed all trace of the wall and 
indeed one side of the dale. In the mid- l 970s a blocked 
climbing shaft was to be seen at the side of the lane alongside 
the quarry. It is possible that this could have been the shaft 
mentioned in 1823. An isolated reference to this vein in the 
Geological Survey Memoir gives an idea of its form (Green et 
al 1887) 

Exposures of the vein are few, one (SK 118 814) north of Eldon 
Hill shows a 3-5ft wide opencut up to 24ft deep; the only 
veinstuff remaining here is some calcite on the walls. 

The next title westward proved to be more difficult to name 
until an entry made by the Barmaster stated 

Jeremy Royse and Partners gave one dish of ore to free a Founder 
Meer in an Old Vein on the South Side of Eldon End Vein on the 
Backside Eldon. Same Day. Looked over the ground and sett twenty
one stowes on the said mine and twenty-one stowes on a supposed Sun 
Vein or Scrin. (23/3/1829: ORO BIL 36). 
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The wording used suggests that Eldon End is in the vicinity of 
Windle and Rush because when the Mellors of Peak Forest 
were killed at the latter mine in 1817 it was noted as being on 
the 'Backside Eldon'. An isolated entry in the ore accounts also 
seems to confirm that Eldon End was adjacent to Windle and 
Rush, 

Eldon End Masters at Rush. 37 loads O dishes 
(27/4/1791: DRO BIL 31 ). 

Royse and Co. were at Eldon End from at least 1790 onwards 
because the Barmaster noted 

Jeremy Ro(y)se and Co. gave one dish of ore to free a Third Taker 
Meer East from their Old Founder at Eldon End. (21/4/1790: DRO 
BIL 31). 

When the total meers of ground are plotted on a modem map 
the western termination of Eldon End is in the vicinity of the 
quarry plant that is seen today. At SK 111 815 in the field on 
the opposite side of the B6061 road to the quarry a shaft hollow 
and associated mound are on the continuation of the vein and 
these are the only surface features that have survived, the rest of 
the surface features of Eldon End Vein have unfortunately been 
destroyed by quarrying operations. 

THE DEEP WORKINGS AT LOWERSLITHERSTONES 

The second edition of the geological Memoir(Green et al 1887) 
states that the shaft at 'Lower Slitherstones' was 420 feet deep 
and the workings eventually terminated at a depth of 660 feet 
from the surface. This statement is of great interest because the 
lower workings at this locality would be at or below the water
table and is one of the deepest mines in the Peak. 

The shaft was descended in the mid- l 950s by Tony Marsh and 
friends to rubble at 380 feet depth. The shaft was oblong in 
section and a chain was seen to disappear into the rubble. On 
the surface a gin circle and crushing circle were seen (T. Marsh, 
pers comm.). The crushing circle was removed by Society 
members before its destruction by an extension of the quarry. 
This circle is now located at SK155 821 on Nether Dirtlownear 
Castleton. 

From the ore accounts and other entries made by the Barmaster 
for this locality (Eldon End/Windle and Rush/Birch Hall) a 
picture can be built up of the progression of mining at these 
three sites, to try to prove the above. 

1790-1823. Royse and Co. at Eldon End-low ore output, 
possibly from shallow workings in the vein. 
1807. Shaft and associated buildings shown on liberty map. It 
is possible that the shaft was deepened as Royse and Co.' 
continued to work the vein. Ore output rises slightly. 
1817. Amos and John Mellor of Peak Forest killed 'by the bad 
air' at Rush Mine. 
1823. Royse and Co. take over ownership of Windle and Rush 
from Daniel Mellor. 
1823. Last ore measured at Eldon End for Jeremy Royse. (42 
dishes). Royse and Co. start to work eastwardly towards Windle 
and Rush ground, using the recently deepened shaft. 
1823-1825. Jeremy Royse measured 2,962 dishes at Rush West 
End. 
1829. Royse and Co. free 21 meers at Eldon End. Because no 
ore was measured at the mine this may simply have been to 
prevent other people from working the vein. 
1825-1832. Royse and Co. continue to work eastwardly deep 
within Windle and Rush Vein. 40,385 dishes of ore measured. 

8 

1832. Royse and Co. reach Birch Hall western boundary. At 
which time they make an agreement with Thomas Hill, the 
owner of Birch Hall Mine 

Thomas Hill of Bradwell transferred one meer of ground at Birch Hall 
to Jeremy, Samuel and Isaac Royse of Castleton. The Royses' will 
relieve his mine of wind and water. He can have priveledge of a 
forefield two yards high and have the ore got in the meer. He can also 
have two lower forefields ifhe wants, only if the Royse and Co. have 
not done so or propose to do so. (15/9/1832: DRO BIL 36). 

Several factors from this arouse interest: Firstly Royse and Co. 
must have had a means of draining water out of their workings 
to allow Thomas Hill to drain into them. Did they have access 
to the deep cave stream passages that are thought to run 
underneath this area? Secondly Royse and Co. seem to be happy 
to allow him to work above them in the vein, but not below. 

1832-1845. Royse and Co. continue east in former Birch Hall 
meer. 32,395 dishes of ore measured. 
1845. Royse and Co. reach the boundary of the second meer at 
Birch Hall. Another agreement is made with Thomas Hill 

An Agreement between Thomas Hill, Miner and Lead Merchant of 
Bradwell and Samuel Royse and Co. to exchange a piece of ground at 
Birch Hall. Thomas Hill to have 56yds. above the Leap of the Vein 
from his Grounds End West of his Engin and Samuel Royse and Co. 
shall have from their Grounds End East under the Leap of the Vein to 
a place where the water falls down a/ace of Wholes. Thomas Hill can 
use the sump above the level where the water falls down, but he is not 
to fill the sump to the Royse'. disadvantage for Wind or anything they 
moywant it/or. (2/6/1845: DRO BIL 37). 

Generally the term 'Leap' refers to a horizontal displacement of 
the vein by a lava bed or clay wayboard. In this instance it is 
hard to understand what the Barmaster meant by this statement, 
but it is possible that the 'Leap' mentioned here is the same lava 
bed that is found at approximately the same depth below ground 
at the 'Flats' in Nettle Pot at SK 125 816. It appears that the 
miners chose this geological feature as a convenient boundary 
marker. It is also obvious that Royse and Co. were intent on 
working further east and at depth in the vein. 

1845-1860. Royse and Co. continue to work at depth in Birch 
Hall ground. 41,432 dishes of ore measured. 
I 860-1878. Work continues but the ore yield starts to diminish. 
2,257 dishes of ore are measured for this period. 
1878. Mine abandoned? 

From the above details it is obvious that Royse and Co. realised 
the potential for good ore if they worked east from Eldon End 
at depth in the vein. It is possible that the Mellors and Thomas 
Hill did not have the financial means to work the vein at depth, 
unlike Royse and Co. who were fairly 'well off' in this respect. 

The total ore output of the mine from 1825-1878 equals 113,810 
dishes or 12,645 loads (over 3000 tons), giving an average of 
238 loads per year. Rush Mine was the most productive mine 
in the liberty for many years producing more ore than all of the 
other mines put together. To produce this amount of lead ore 
needed manpower and the following men were employed at the 
mine at various times as copers etc.: 
Frederick Royse, Robert Jackson, John Barber, Jacob Hall, John 
Royse, Isaac Hall, John Hawksworth, James Nall, Joseph Royse, 
James Hall, Robert Hadfield, Isaac Eyre, S. CamunB(?), Joseph Royse 
jnr, Robert Tym, Abraham Eyre, Samuel Eyre, Thomas Eyre. 

Research concerning Rush Mine has unearthed several unusual 
features. First, a single page from a Reckoning Book for Windle 
and Rush Mine dated 1848 contains the following item 
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Deads 34 Shifts and 31 Barrels 
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This may have been either to gain access 
to old workings, or for the <leads as low 
grade ore, but recently discovered 
documents relating to the driving of the 
Apes Tor Sough at the Ecton Mines have 
revealed that all of the waste rock there 
obtained was sold for lime burning. (J. 
Bamatt. pers. comm.). Is this what 
happened at Windle and Rush Mine? In 
the field (Castleton Close) at SK120 815 
to the north of Windle and Rush Vein a 
well preserved 'Pudding Pie' lime kiln 
and small quarry are located. 

BURNING DRAKE VEIN E 

G~l(E:_...--_lF'.,_.------r 

Various entries in the ore accounts for 
Rush Mine contain the following details, 

11/10/1786. Robert Hall at Rush. 

H 
v,Jf\f,.NGLIN 

~ ELDON HOLE 
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22 dishes (Smelted). 
19/5/1787. Robert Hall at Rush. 

19 dishes (Smelted). 
24/5/1788. Robert Hall at Rush. 

Fig. 5. The Mines on Eldon Hill A=Horse gin or crushing circle; B=West "Engeon", c.1815; 
C--Shakeho/es; D=Burning Drake; E+F=Coes with ore-storage recesses; G=Thomas Bennett c. 1764 

& Adam Hill c.1775-88; l=Coxheath Mine; J=Lost lad Mine; K=Mine road to Lost Lad, c.1846. 

52 dishes (Smelted). 

Why the Barmaster has noted that this 
ore has been smelted is puzzling and no 
directly similar references have been 
found in any other Barmasters' Books, 

Meers Freed: Lost Lad 1; Coxheath 2. Locations Unknown (meers) 

Daily Bread (I); Fairplay(]); Pedley Folly (]); Golden Finch(]); Eldon Vein (7); Clear a Way(]); 

Eldon Back Vein (2); Welcome Peace at Last (I); Eldon North Vein (]); Clay Hole (I); Eldon Chuns 

(]); Providence (I); Eldon Stockings(?); Marchall Meer(?); Peck of Meal(?); Isaac Morten's 

Engin (?); Hen Heath (?); Perseverance (?). 

though low grade ore from Longstone Edge was sometimes 
smelted and charged duty by the pig (Lynn Willies, pers comm). 

ELDON END VEIN AND THE P8 CONNECTION 

It is interesting to note that the westerly continuation of Eldon 
End Vein would cross the further stream passages of P8 in the 
vicinity of sump 6. Accounts by cave divers who have explored 
these passages, note that a small stream leaves the main 
streamway at sump 6 and flows in an easterly direction. This is 
the only one in the explored part of the P8 system to flow in this 
direction and it presumably flows along the Eldon End/Windle 
and Rush/Birch Hall vein system. Royse and Co. at 110 fathoms 
deep at Lower Slitherstone must have been very near the 
horizon of this small streamway and would have been well 
aware of its use to drain water out of their workings. 

ELDON BENT VEIN (Fig. 5) 
Eldon Hill east to Eldon Hill west 

This vein branches out of Burning Drake Vein close to the 
natural swallet holes at SK 119 812 at the foot of the eastern 
side of Eldon Hill. It can be seen to cross Eldon Hill in a NW 
direction and to the south of the limestone quarry. At SK 120 
813 a raised flat-topped circular feature could be the site of a 
horse-gin circle. A large depression to the side of the feature 
could be the run-in engine shaft? ( Isaac Morten's Engine?). 
There are various entries for mines situated on this vein but 
unfortunately their exact location cannot be pinpointed. They 
are has follows 

Nicked twenty pairs of stowes at Eldon Bent then belonging to Mr. 

John Holland/or Want of Workmanship. (23/3/1754: ORO BIL 31 ). 

Viewed, Entered and Booked seven pairs of stowes standing on Eldon 
Bent Vein joining West from a certain meer of Ground called 
Marshall Meer. (15/6/1754: DROB/L31). 

9 

Nicked three pairs of stowes on Eldon Top in Eldon Bent Vein West 
from the West Engeon in Eldon Bent to a wall West on the Backside 
Eldon (30/8/1815: ORO BIL 41). 

The location of this 'Engeon' is recorded later in this article (See 
Engines) 

Jeremy Royse ... interest in C/earaway (alias Eldon Bent) ... 
(19/1/1836: DRO BIL 36). 

In 1748 Thomas White paid James Jowle 21/- for a pump sent 
to Eldon Bent (J.H. Rieuwerts, pers comm.). 

BURNING (RAKE) DRAKE VEIN (Fig. 5) 
Eldon Hill east to Eldon Hill west 

This prominent vein is marked by untouched hillocks and 
hollows starting at the natural swallet holes already mentioned. 
From this point it traverses the top of Eldon Hill, passing close 
to the summit marker. Near this point is found the site of 
Burning Drake Mine enclosed within a large Belland Yard at 
SK 118 811. The remains here have Ancient Monument status 
and comprise two run-in shafts, a complete crushing circle with 
limestone wheel and a fine example of a coe complete with a 
small fireplace and chimney flue. On a parish map dated 1853 
a gin circle is shown at this location though no feature of this 
kind is evident today. It is possible that the surface hillocks 
have been disturbed at a later date and the circle has been 
buried, or that the crushing circle was mistaken for a gin circle. 

The area on Eldon Hill that this and the previous vein cross was 
called, not unusually, 'Eldon Top' by the Barmaster and there 
are numerous entries concerning mines at this location: 
Fairplay, Pedley Folly, Golden Finch, Isaac Morten's Engin, Eldon 
Back Vein, Welcome Peace at Last, Eldon Vein, Eldon Stockings, 
Peck of Meal. 

The following entry places Daily Bread Mine in the region of 
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recesses built into them. Incidentally 
these are quite a rare feature in this part 
of the Peak District Mineral Field. At 
SK 116 81 1 there is a circular area 
surrounded by a low wall that could be a 
crushing circle or horse gin. 

1000FEET 

At the western end of this vein a short 
parallel vein is located slightly to the 
north and it is believed that this is the 
location of Lost Lad Mine with Cox 
Heath Mine on Wrangling Rake to the 
south, because this is the only location 
on Eldon Hill where this occurs. The 
following entry seems to confirm this, 

'ELDON SIDE' 

Fig. 6. The meers on White Rake (east) Eldon Hill A=Liberty boundary; B=James Wright's 
Founder c.1753; C=Levelfrom Jowle Grove to Portaway, c.1789; D=Henry Jowle's Founderc.1780; 
Cartgate c.1855; F=Isaac Shirt's Founder, c.1780; G=Smiler Sun Vein. 
Meers Freed: Portaway 10; Eldon 5; Jowle Grove 13; Isaac Shirt's Old Grove Founder at Grain 16; Viewed a piece of Ground on the West End 

of Eldon (Lost Lad) and on the North Side of 
Cox Heath Vein. (19/12/1844.: ORO BIL 
37). 

Watts Grove ?. Locations unknown (meers): 
Doll Wragg (I); North Grain (12); South Grain (13); True Blue (I); Penny Mine Vein (3); Chance 
Sun Vein (?); Grain/Grean (?); Walker's Fields (?); Whet Rake(?); Castor Jowle (?). 

the natural swallets, but because there are three of these features 
within close proximity of each other on the course of Burning 
Drake Vein it is impossible to know which one the Barmaster 
was refering to 

Joseph Eeds gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer in an Old 
Vein on the South Side of Eldon Bent Vein and on the East Side of a 
large Shack Hole and called it Daily Bread. (31/8(1827: ORO BIL 
35). 

Because of the terminology used the following entry could be~ 
an earlier name for the same mine 

Viewed a mine called Smyling Nancy lying East from a large 
Shakehole on the Burning Rake Vein . (20/4/1811: ORO BIL 41 ). 

Another entry concerning this vein is a perfect example of the 
Barmasters' and Jurymen's day-to-day business 

Put Robert Middleton and Benjamin Barber, 2 of the 24 Men, into 
George Jackson's and George Hill's mine (Fairplay), to give their 
opinion whether the vein they offered to free on December 8th. 1846, 
was a New Vein on the Burning Rake Old Vein, and they give their 
opinion it was not the same vein as Burning Rake Vein. Unless 
Workmanship prove it to the contrary. Jonathan How, Barmaster. 
(9/1/1847: ORO BIL 37). 

WRANGLING RAKE (Fig. 5) 

Eldon Hill east to Eldon Hill west. 
The name of this vein had not been known until the present 
research was undertaken. The location of the vein is to the south 
of Burning Drake Vein and north of Eldon Hole, and it is the 
obvious westerly continuation of Wrangling Rake frequently 
mentioned in Castleton Liberty. Incidentally it is curious that 
the vein has not been worked on the area now commonly called 
Eldon Moor. In the east it terminates at the Castleton/ Peak 
Forest Liberty boundary wall at SK128 811 and is not worked 
again until it reaches the wall that separates Eldon Moor and 
Great Eldon at SK 123 811, in the west. The reason for the large 
break in the vein is not known. There is an isolated entry 
concerning this vein made by the Barmaster in 1776, 

George Whittingham gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer of 
an Old Vein called Wrangling Rake on Eldon. (25/3/1776: ORO BIL 
32). 

This vein again contains undisturbed hillocks and at SK 121 810 
and SK 119 811 can be seen two coes complete with ore storage 

10 

Other mines are described as being 'on Eldon' by the Barmaster 
and it is possible that these could also be located on Wrangling 
Rake. These are as follows:-

Clay Hole, Eldon Chuns, Providence, Hen Heath, Perseverence. 

WHITE RAKE (East) (Fig. 6) 

During mining days this vein was called various different names 
along its course from the liberty boundary in the east to its 
junction with Coalpithole Rake in Perrydale in the west. 
Starting at the liberty boundary it was called Portaway or 
Chance Sun Vein. Westwardly from here it became known as 
White Rake (Over, Upper and Lower) and it was called this 
until it joined with Hurdlow End Vein slightly east of Perry 
Dale. The area of land that this vein crossed was also called 
various names by the Barmaster, names that are not used today. 
These include from east to west, Bower Eldon, Losom Top, 
Eldon Side, Great Eldon, Little Eldon, Inside Perry and Perry 
Slack. 

After analysis of the entries made by the Barmaster it is now, 
apart from a few gaps, possible to locate the various mines that 
worked this vein over the years from the liberty boundary in the 
east to its counterpart in the west at Coalpithole. These are as 
follows: 

Portaway Mine to West of Watts Plantation 
Portaway Mine at SK 127 809 adjoins the liberty boundary at 
Bower Eldon. The first reference concerning this mine dates 
from 1783 

John Wright gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer of an Old 
Vein on Bower Eldon called Portaway. (8/1/1783: ORO BIL 31 ). 

Later in the same year a reference indicates the number of 
meers freed for the mine, 

John Wright and Co. Entered and Booked ten pairs of st owes standing 
on Bower Eldon on an Old Vein called Chance Sun Vein ... 
(6/6/1783: ORO BIL 31). 

This must be referring to Portaway because a further entry states 

Arrested 2/3 of a fourth share of a mine on Bower Eldon called 
Chance Sun Vein otherwise Portaway . .. May 20th. 1799. (ORO BIL 
33). 
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Fig. 7. The Mines on White Rake (west), Eldon HilL A=Large Stake on Eldon; B=Mine Road to Lost lad, c.1846; C=Mary Winterbottom's Slack; 

D=Mine Road to Hurdlow End; E=Wzlliam Nall Killed 2/911752; F=Jasper Hall's Founder; G=Hark Forward Mine; H=Coalpithole Mine. 

Meers freed: Smiler 13; East of Hurdlow End JO; Hurdlow End 13; Hark Forward 2; Locations unknown (meers) 

Over White Rake(]); Friend(]); Fiddlers Folly (2); Botany Bay(]); Blythe or Plackett (3); Conqueror(]); Eldon Side(]); Luckey(]); Ranter (l); 
Hurdlow End Old Vein (4); Cow pasture(]); Hurdlow End Cross vein (l); Hurdlow End Sun Vein (3). 

Incidentally this vein is the westerly continuation of the vein 
worked at Penny Mine Engine or Chance Mine in Castleton 
Liberty at SK 131 810. Therefore the following entry must be 
an earlier reference to the vein before it became known as 
Portaway 

Nicked three pairs of stowes on the Penny Mine Vein on Eldon, at the 
suit of John Holme. Dec. 8th. 1753. (DRO BIL 31 ). 

The following reference concerning Portaway is interesting 
because of the detail it contains 

An Agreement was made by Henry Jowle of Peak Forest and William 
and James Jowle of Sparrowpit of the one part and Samuel Fox, 
Robert Middleton, Daniel Stafford of Bradwell, and James Needham 
and John Wright of Castleton on the other part, the aforesaid John 
Wright and partners to Drive a level by the Consent of Henry Jowle 
and Co. from their mine to Portaway. The level to be cut seven feet 
high and two feet wide or more if they think proper. Henry Jowle 
gives liberty to John Wright and Co. to draw stuff from the level up 
his gates Paying reasonable expenses when the level is up. Henry 
Jowle and Co. to have liberty to John Wright and Co. mine called 
Portaway. Henry Jowle to enter one half of the engin ropes and 
barrels and whatever belongs to engin and not the mine, but the use 
of the engin be allowed by both parties. Not to remove John Wright 
and Co. engin and tools but by the Consent of Henry Jowle and Co. 
the Engin Portaway is to stand. Henry Jowle and Co. can build coes 
on the West Side of the Portaway Engin. Henry Jowle and Co. to have 
liberty to drive above the level at the West End of the Engin. John 
Wright and Co. to have all the ore they find in driving up the level. 
(10/10/1789: DRO BIL 31). 

Apart from the detail that this gives concerning Portaway Mine 
it also shows that Grain or Jowle Grove was immediately to the 
west and adjoining the Portaway Mine title. 

In 1886 Strahan's field slips show a shaft 'reputedly 60 fathoms 
deep', on Portaway Vein in Peak Forest Liberty. The exact 
location of this shaft cannot be found. 

Another mine, in the vicinity of Portaway, that can be located 
by using the entries made by the Barmaster is the following 

James Walker gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer in an Old 
Vein on Eldon on the North Side of Portaway and called it Eldon. 
(14/7/1813: DRO BIL 41). 

II 

An 1817 entry records the length of ground freed at this mine 

Nicked five stowes at Eldon on the North Side of Portaway in William 
Walker's Pasture, belonging to James Walker . .. (17/3/1817: DRO 
BIL41). 

This vein is still to be clearly seen crossing the large area of 
land now called Eldon Moor and at SK 127 810 a small belland 
yard and shaft survives: might this be the location of James 
Walker's Founder of 1813? 
Another entry could possibly be referring to the same vein, 
because of the terminology used, 

Viewed a piece of ground in Whet Rake Vein in William Walker's 
Eldon .. (27/3/1813: DRO BIL 41). 

It has become apparent that the vein to the west of Portaway 
Mine has been called various names over a period of years i.e. 
Grain or Grean, Jowle Grove and lastly Watts Grove. It is 
possible to pinpoint each separate title as mining progressed in 
this area, the first of which is mentioned in 1765 

... a Founder Meer of an Old Vein called Isaac Shirt's Old Founder 
at Grain, twelve stowes West . . . three East .... 
(5/10/ 1765: DRO BIL 32). 

From this entry a total of 16 meers is recorded and it is possible 
to plot these on a modem map, from the west end of the 
Portaway title to the wall at the west end of the windswept 
plantation called Watts Plantation at SK 122 807 on modem 
maps. Incidentally this wall seperates Eldon Side and Great 
Eldon, which the Barmaster called this area. 

It seems from the following entry that the Jowle family from 
Peak Forest and Sparrowpit became involved in mining at this 
location in 1780 

James Jowle gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer of an Old 
Vein on Losom Top. (1/4/1780: DRO BIL 31 ). 

Losom Top is the old name for the area of land to the east of 
Watts Plantation, which is now marked on O.S. maps as 
Jewelknoll Plantation at SK 125 808. This modem name is 
obviously a corruption of the name Jowle. The following 
reference gives more detail regarding this mine 
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. . . an Old Vein called Grain on Losom Top . .. six Takers West and 
six Takers East from the Founder ... at the request of Henry Jowle 
and Co. to whom they belong. (31/3/1787: ORO BIL 31 ). 

It is clear from this entry that the piece of vein was known as 
Grain when the Jowle's took over possession in the 1780s. At a 
later date the transition from Grain to Jowle Grove is recorded 
in the following entry 

... and 1112 part or share of Grain or Jowle Grove, for the sum of 
£51. (23?5/1826:. ORO BIL 35). 

Grain or Jowle Grove was sold by the Jowle family in 1805 

William Jowle of Stockport, son of the late William Jowle of 
Sparrowpit sold unto John Wright, Robert Middleton and Co. (being 
owners of a mine called Portaway). All of my share of a mine called 
Grain .. .for £12110... (11/3/1805: ORO BIL 33). 

In 1826 the mine was owned by George Watts and an entry 
from 1828 records another change to the mines name 

George Watts, labourer of Castleton sold unto Matthew Needham of 
Castleton, ... Grean or Watts Grove ... (8/12/1828: ORO BIL 35). 

In 1855 in a report by Thomas Hall concerning Joule Mine he 
noted, 

From the Sole of the Cartgate up to the Old Man in the roof is 21 
fathoms and JO fathoms of the Top Holes is let to Two Companies. 
Thomas Sidebotham has 11 yards high and Abraham Gyte has 9 yards 
high. (81511855). 

Men employed at the mine at this time as copers are George 
Broadbent, Joshua Dawson, John Barber and William Pearson. 

In 1857 Thomas Hall noted that the following men were 
employed at Watts Grove, George Gyte, George Hall, Abraham 
Eyre, Isaac Hall, James Slack, Ellis Slack, Joshua Watts and 
Isaac Gyte. 

The following are all recorded by the Barmaster as being in this 
area but unfortunately the entries are very sparse in giving the 
exact locations, 

Doll Wragg, North Grain, South Grain, True Blue, Walker's 
Fields. 

WHITE RAKE (West) (Fig. 7) 
West of Watts Plantation to East of Hurdlow End 

From the wall at SK 122 807 the prominent veins of Over or 
Upper and Lower White Rake continue in a westerly direction 
over the southern flank of 'Great Eldon' and head towards the 
prominent plantation that marks their course to the west of 
Eldon Hole. At SK 118 807 is one of the best preserved mine 
sites in this area, located between the public footpath that leads 
to Watts Plantation and the unofficial path to Eldon Hole. It is 
believed that the site is of Smiler Mine. This mine was first 
mentioned by name in 1813 

James Marchington gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer in the 
Old White Rake on Eldon called Smiler. June 25th. 1813. (ORO BIL 
41). 

Another earlier entry could be refering to the same place 

Dispossesed the stowes at White Rake ... and given the ground to 
James Marching/on. (30/10/1809: ORO BIL 41). 
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A later entry pinpoints the exact location of this mine 

Viewed the stowes on Samuel and Isaac Royse mine called Smiler. 
N.B. Two pairs West from the wall that parts Great Eldon and Joseph 
Goodwin's Farm and eleven pairs on Great Eldon to the wall that 
parts Great and Little Eldon. Same Time. Viewed three pairs on a Sun 
Vein from the wall that parts Great and Little Eldon, Westwardly into 
the above Great Vein ... 1(5/11/1839: ORO BIL 41). 

The only location on the course of White Rake that the 
terminology used in the above entry exactly fits is on the 
southern flank of Eldon Hill. The walls mentioned are still to be 
seen, Great Eldon/Joseph Goodwin's Farm wall is alongside the 
unoffical path to Eldon Hole and Great/Little Eldon wall is 
alongside the public footpath to Watts Plantation. 

It appears that the following entry once again refers to Smiler 

Gave Thomas Hill possession of the ground (8 meers) West of Watts 
Grove and East of the late Elias Middleton's mine on Eldon Side . .. 
(24/5/1837: (ORO BIL 36). 

If the meers of ground are plotted on a modem map, west from 
the western wall of Watts Plantation at SK 122 807, they 
terminate at the eastern wall of the belland yard at Smiler Mine. 

It is a possibility that the belland yard wall that can be seen 
today was built around 1844 because the following entry states 

Summonds Joseph Hall, Isaac Rose, Ellis (Elias) Hall and George Hill 
to view a place belonging to Samuel Royse and Co. (Smiler?) where 
they supposed some cattle had got Be/landed, belonging to Mr. Carr. 
The jury gave no opinion. (10/8/1844:. ORO BIL 37). 

Also on two liberty maps of Peak Forest, one dated 1807 and 
the other dated 1853, the belland yard is shown on the latter and 
not the former map. 

The vein continues in a westerly direction from this location 
through the already mentioned plantation and again numerous 
mines are noted by the Barmaster, all of which could be on this 
portion of the vein. Unfortunately the entries are very vague and 
none can be positively placed. The mines are as follows:-

Over White Rake, Friend, Fiddler's Folly, Botany Bay, Blythe 
or Plackett, Conqueror, Eldon Side, Lower White Rake, 
Luckey, Ranter, Cowpasture. 

East of Coalpithole to East of Hurdlow End. 
For clarity the workings on the vein will be described in an 
easterly direction from the road in Perry Dale at SK 107 808. 
The first mine title east from this location is Harkforward 
because an entry made by the Barmaster (in 1844, not 1859 as 
in Crabtree 1966), states 

William Jackson and Thomas Hill gave one dish of ore to free a 
Founder Meer at the East End of the Coa/pithole Title and called it 
Harkforward. (1/6/1844: ORO BIL 37). 

An earlier entry concerning the mine gives slightly more detail 
of its location, 

Nicked two pairs ofstowes on a mine lying and being on the Northside 
of the road from Perryfoot to Peak Forest and to the wall that parts 
Inside Perry and Perry Slack . .. (23/3/1844: ORO BIL 37). 

This is obviously referring to the same mine, but the direction 
given is confusing because the Perry Dale road runs almost 
north-south, and it is known that the Harkforward Title runs 
from the east side of this road. Perhaps the Barmaster simply 
got his directions wrong? When the meers are plotted on a 
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modem map they correspond exactly with the terminology used 
by the Barmaster. The wall that parts Inside Perry/Perry Slack 
is still to be seen at SK 106 807. 

Crabtree (1966) noted that in 1859 the mine title was owned by 
Samuel Royse of Castleton and it was inspected by the 
Coalpithole Company as it was believed to contain a swallow 
which might drain the whole of the Coalpithole Vein to the 
west. This is feasible because where the vein crosses Perry Dale 
it is at its lowest point. 

The next mine title east is Hurdlow End and again by using 
details given by the Barmaster this mine can be positively 
located 

Nicked thirteen pairs of stowes lying from the wall that parts 
Inside Perry and Perry Slack to a wall East in Mary 
Winterbotham ~ Slack called Hurd/ow End . .. 
(28/10/1811: DRO BIL 41). 

When the meers are plotted it is seen that they run east from the 
already mentioned wall to a wall slightly east of the dry dale 
(Mary Winterbotham's Slack) at SK 110 807. It is along the 
floor of this dry dale that the mine road was laid by the 
Barmaster in 1827 (see section, below, on mine roads). At this 
location, the hillocks at the east end of the Hurdlow End title 
remain untouched and a fine example of a gin circle and engine 
shaft is to be seen along with a water storage pond and a fairly 
large huddle dam. 

Another entry records that the Barmaster 

Nicked ten pairs of stowes in Mary Winterbotham's Slack East of 
Hurd/ow End to a large stake on Eldon .... (ORO 8/L 41 ). 

When these meers are measured from the east end of the 
Hurdlow End Title they terminate in open ground with no 
specific feature which is the reason why the Barmaster mentions 
'a large stake'. Unfortunately there is no name given for this title 
and the above is the only reference concerning it. 

COALPITHOLE RAKE (Fig. 8) 
Road in Perry Dale to B6061 road 

This is one of the best known mine sites in Peak Forest Liberty. 
The course of the rake over the NE flank of Gautries Hill is 
marked by a long thin plantation of trees. Coalpithole and its 
history was researched by P. W. Crabtree ( 1966), the majority of 
which concerns the mine title west of the Castleton-Sparrowpit 
road within Chapel-en-le-Frith Liberty and is therefore outside 
the scope of this article. 

The mine is first mentioned in 1753, not 1760 as noted by 
Crabtree 

Edward Fletcher gave two dishes of ore to free a Second and 
Third Taker Meer West from their Old Founder at Coalpithole'. 
(25/5/1753: DRO BIL 3 I). 

A later entry records the meers freed to the east of the founder, 

Edward Fletcher gave three dishes of ore . .. to free a Fourth, Fifth 
and Sixth Taker Meer East from their Old Founder at Coalpithole. 
(21/4/1755: ORO 8/L 31). 

From this date until 1760, Edward Fletcher continued to free 
further meers west of the founder 

Edward Fletcher gave one dish of ore to free a Seventeenth Taker 
Meer West from their Old Founder at Coalpithole. Not laid out by 
reason the stake was standing in the Highway. Made a Prim Gap 6 
yds. 3 inches. (4/3/1760: ORO 8/L 31). 

From the entries we can see that the extent of Edward Fletcher's 
ground at Coalpithole totalled 24 meers and the Primgap, 
eastwardly from the Peak Forest/Chapel-en-le-Frith Liberty 
boundary. When these meers are measured on a modem map 
they terminate at SK 104 809 to the west of Mine Cottage and 
the Perry Dale road. It is possible that Fletcher was completing 
the length of his title to an obvious feature, to avoid possible 
dispute. 

It is also possible to positively locate Edward Fletcher's Founder 
Shaft at SK 102 810. In previous articles this shaft has been 
called Rake Shaft. 

Fig.8. The Mines on Gautries Hill A=Hark Forward mine; B=Mine Cottage; C=Extent of Edward Fletchers Tille, c.1759; Edward Fletcher's Old 
Found, c.1760; E="Engeon" c.1810; Primpgap at Liberty boundary-6yards 3 inches; Vein in Chapel-en-le-Frith Liberty; H=Shale/Limestone 
boundary; /=The Sparrowpit c.1841; J=Sheepgap c.1836; K=John Ashton killed, 8 August /849; L= Mine road to Fortunate c.1839. 
Meers freed: Coalpithole 23+6yards 3 inches; Fairtrial 19; Vergin I; Fortunate 4; Beet; 6. Locations unknown (meers): 
Hill End (I); Gautris Pipe (8); Harrel Lowe Hillock (2); Harrel Lowe Pipe(]); Gautris Old Vein(]); Gautris Old Middle vein (18); Gautris Top(?); 
Goue Tris Grove(?); Gothrey Vein(?); Harrod Lowe Grove(?). 
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A later entry gives the full extent of the ground worked at 
Coalpithole 

Viewed Coalpithole lying from the road from Castleton to Sparrowpit 
and the road from Perryfoot to Peak Forest. (10/5/1809: DRO BIL 
41). 

GAUTRIES RAKE (Fig. 8) 
Road in Perry Dale to west of Gautries Top. 

This vein again is marked by a prominent plantation along its 
course from SK 107 808 in Perrydale to SK 096 808 near the 
village ofSparrowpit. Within close proximity to the eastern end 
of the rake in Perrydale three perfect examples of'Pudding Pie' 
limekilns are to be seen on the bankside to the east of the road. 
Adjacent to the central kiln is a small mine site complete with 
a belland yard wall, water storage pond and a vein exposure. 
The vein is believed to be the westerly continuation of Lower 
White Rake. The Geological Survey map shows that this vein 
crossed the fields in an easterly direction and joined with Lower 
White Rake close to the previously mentioned Smiler Mine at 
SK 118 807 on Great Eldon. Aerial photographs fail to show the 
course of the vein in the fields and it is possible that all trace of 
it has been obliterated. It is possible that the following entry 
could be referring to the isolated mine site in Perrydale, 

John Barber and Co. gave one dish of ore to free a Second Taker Meer 
East from their Old Founder at Lime Kiln Hole. 
(9/1/1762: DRO BIL 31). 

It is interesting to note that Gautries Rake is the true westerly 
continuation of Lower White Rake, but the vein is faulted to the 
north where it crosses Perrydale. Strangely Coalpithole Rake 
which is the true westerly continuation of Upper White Rake, 
and only 100 yds to the north of Lower White Rake, is not 
faulted. The reason for this is not known. 

Some of the mines on Gautries Rake can be positively located, 
these will be described from east to west. The first of these is 
Fairtrial because the following entries state 

Gave George Jackson possession of the mine together with a vein 
lying Sun and another lying north ... lying between the road from 
Perryfoot to Peak Forest and a sheep gap in the middle of Gautris. 

(19/9/1833:. DRO BIL 36). 

. . . on a mine on Gautris and one stowes on a Sun Vein and one on a 
North Vein, belonging to George Jackson, at George White's request 
. (7/1/1836: DRO BIL 36). 

Viewed George White's mine on Gautris and set him eighteen stowes 
on the Middle Vein ... four on the Sun Vein .. .four on the North Vein 
.. 9/3/1836: DRO BIL 36). 

George White gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer in an Old 
Vein on Gautris End in Perrydale and called it Fairtrial. 
29/5/1837:. DRO BIL 36). 

All of the above entries are obviously referring to the same 
location and if the meers are plotted on a map ofGautries Rake 
they match exactly with the details given by the Barmaster. The 
first entry of 1833 mentions 'a sheep gap'; this feature is still to 
be seen at SK 105 807 and is today a short grass-covered walled 
lane that crosses the rake from north to south. 

Continuing along the rake in a westerly direction the next title 
is Vergin Mine, because the following entry states 

George White jnr. gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer of an 
Old Vein on the Backside ofGautris lying between Beet and Fairtrial 
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and called it Vergin. (22/3/1841: DRO BIL 36). 

Unfortunately no further meers of ground are recorded at 
Vergin, but it is possible, using the terminology of the above 
entry, that the mine title ranged from the west wall at the sheep 
gap to a point where the rake splits at Gautries Top (SK 098 
808). 

Beet Mine was also called Beat Heads and Beaut Heads by the 
Barmaster 

John Garlick and Co. gave one dish of ore to free a First Taker Meer 
East from their Old Founder at Beat Heads on Gautris. 
(26/12/1754: DRO BIL 31). 

The following entry gives the exact location of the mine title 

Viewed a mine called Beet, lying and beingfrom the middle of Open 
Gautris to the wall that parts Open Gautris and Gautris . . . at the 
request of Edward White. (2/4/1825:. DRO BIL 35). 

The hillocks of this mine can be seen in the large field (Open 
Gautris) at SK 096 809 south of the B6061 Castleton to 
Sparrowpit road. 

Edward White sold to his brother George White of Peak Forest, all of 
his right title and interest to six meers of the mine called Beet,for the 
sum of £20. (18/8/1840: DRO BIL 36). 

When the meers are plotted on a map of Gautries Rake they 
match the details given in 1825, but it is possible that the 
original Beet Mine title extended further to the east to join the 
western limit of Vergin Mine at SK 098 808 at the point where 
the rake splits. 
The more southerly vein is believed to be the location of 
Fortunate Mine because the following entry states 

. .. one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer in the Old Middle Vein on 
the top of Gautris and called it Fortunate. (26/4/1839: DRO BIL 36). 

The following entry is of earlier date but the terminology used 
seems to concern the same location 

Laid Edward White a road out to his mine on the top of Gautries 
nearest to the Turnpike road from Peak Forest to Sparrowpit ... 
(21/11/1833:. DRO BIL 36). 

The probable route of this road is noted in the Mine Roads 
Section later in the article. Other mines are noted by the 
Barmasters' as being on or near Gautries Rake, but they are 
lacking in details to their exact locations. They are as follows, 

Gautris Old Vein, Gautris Old Middle Vein, Hill End, Gautris Pipe, 
Gautris Top, Goue Triss Grove, Gothrey Vaine, Harret Lowe Hillocks. 
Harrod Loe Grove, Harret Lowe Pipe. 

OXLOW RAKE (Fig. 9) 

Castleton/Peak Forest Liberty boundary to Oxlow End 
Farm 
This very prominent vein ranges from the liberty boundary at 
SK 133 807, in a westerly direction towards Peak Forest. On 
contact with the Peak Forest Sill the vein terminates, in the 
vicinity of Oxlow End Farm (SK 122 797). In 1811 Farey 
noted, 

Oxlow Rake, in Peak Forest, in 3rd and 4th Lime. Lead. 6 Yards wide! 

Once again the course of the vein was called different names by 
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the Barmasters which are not used today. These are, from east 
to west, Oxlow Top, Over Oxlow, Upper Oxlow, Oxlow Head, 
Lower Oxlow, Nether Oxlow and Oxlow Bottom. 

Several of the mines noted by the Barmaster can be positively 
placed on the rake and these will be described from the liberty 
boundary westwardly to Nether Oxlow. 

At the area known as Oxlow Top etc. by the Barmasters, and 
adjoining the liberty boundary, is Oxlow Head Engine at SK 
132 805. This mine is first mentioned in 1772 

John Nall and Co. gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer of an 
Old Vein called Ox/ow Vaine on Over Ox/ow. 
(24/12// 1772: DRO BIL 32). 

Although the entry does not give the mine name, a later entry 
concerning this location, corrects this situation 

John Nall and Co. gave one dish of ore to free a First Taker Meer 
East from their Old Founder at Ox/ow Head. Made a prim gap of 7112 

yards and 6 inches. (23/12/1773: DRO BIL 32). 

From the above entry it is now possible to locate John Nail's 
Founder Meer at SK 132 806. John Nall was at Oxlow Head 
Engine until 1775, at which time the following transaction 
occurred 

John Nall of Castleton sold to George Barnsley, Ox/ow Head Engine 
on Ox/ow Rake/or £20-10-0. March 10th. 1775. (DRO BIL 32). 

And on the same day 

George Barnsley of Bradwell sold his 3rd share of Ox/ow Head 
Engine and Daysy Rake Mine to Jeremy Ro(y)se and Thomas 
Hadfield. (10/3/1775: DRO BIL 32). 

Daysy (Deasy, Dayside, Daisy) Rake runs parallel and to the 
south of the Old Moor Mines at SK 134 806 in Castleton 
Liberty. Today the rake seems to terminate at the Peak 
Forest/Castleton Liberty boundary, but it is now believed, by 
studying aerial photographs taken in the 1960's, that the rake 
continued across the now cultivated field and joined Oxlow 
Rake at SK 132 805, adjacent to Oxlow Head Engine. It is 
therefore possible that the large field once contained the site of 

Fig. 9. The Mines on Ox/,ow Rake and Cop Rake. A=Liberty boundary; B=Primgap-7½ yards 6 inches; C=John Nail's Founder c.1753; 
D= Daysy/Daisy/Deasey Rake; E=James Clayton killed 22/81181 O; F=Samuel Oldield killed 513/1752; G=Oxlow Middle Gate; H=Abraham Andrews 
killed 13/10/1777; /=Ox/ow Dam; J=Oxlow Nether Gate; K=Ore kiln or hopper; L=lsaac Shirt's Founder c..1752; M=John Nail's Founder c.1819; 
N=Oxlow Chuns/Wood Grove; O=Oxlow End Farm; P= Peak Forest Sill (dolerite); LL=Lower Millers Dale Lava; UL=Upper Millers Dale Lava. 
Meers freed: Ox/ow Head Engine 8+ 7½ yards 6 inches; Bank Top 8; Ox/ow Chuns/Wood Grove 4. Locations unknown (meers): 
New York (1); Bagshawe Vein (2); Philadelphia (1); Shoute Mouse (3); Cop Round (1); Ox/ow Old Vain (I); Ox/ow Sun Vein (I); Dusty Pit (1); 
Boston (?); Castleton Ox/ow(?); Carrot pate Venture (?); Ox/ow Old Grove(?); Ox/ow Wells/Walls Grove(?); Ox/ow Waine (?); John Bradley's grove 
(?); Standtothyse/f (?); Frost/Wdl Bradley's Grove(?); Rake End(?); The Ox/ow Mine(?); Cleartheway/HiJ and Miss/Cartledge Engine(?). 
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Daysy Rake Mine mentioned in 1775. Incidentally a map of 
1807 does show a small belland yard enclosing a gin circle and 
shaft at this location, all trace of which as now disappeared. 
Jeremy Ro(y)se continued to free ground at Oxlow Head Engine 
until 1783 

Jeremy Ro(y)se and Co. gave one dish of ore to free a Sixth Taker 
Meer West from their Old Founder at Ox/ow Head. 
(51911783: DRO BIL 31). 

This gives the total ground freed at the mine as being 8 meers 
plus the primgap. The next title westward along the rake is 
known to be Cleartheway Mine, which is still marked on the 
Ordnance Survey map. Unfortunately, even though the mine is 
mentioned in the Barmasters' Books, no meers are recorded for 
the mine, so it remains impossible to locate its exact position. 
Incidentally the mine was also known as Cartledge Engin (sic) 
or Hit and Miss. Continuing along the rake in a westerly 
direction the next mine title has been identified has Hill's Old 
Founder or Bank Top. The mine is first mentioned in 1752 

Arrested/our shares of a mine called Bank Top on Ox/ow belonging 
to Samuel Oldfield and Co . . . (10/2/1752: DRO BIL 31 ). 

Almost one month later Samuel Oldfield was killed at the mine, 
at which time the Barmaster gave a more definite description of 
the mines exact location, 

at Bank Top on Ox/ow Sun Vein near Ox/ow Middle Gate ... 
(5/3/1752: DRO BIL 31). 

The 'Gate' mentioned in the above account, may refer to a way 
or track, but could be the gateway that is still at SK 128 801. 
The field wall crossing the rake here marks the western 
boundary of the Bank Top title. After Samuel's death the mine 
was taken over by his brother, Edward, who continued to work 
it until 1757 

Arrested eight pairs of st owes at Ox/ow Yeaton Ox/ow Rake belonging 
to Edward Oldfield. (17/2/1757: DRO BIL 31). 

The above entry must be refering to Bank Top Mine. A later 
entry notes a change to the mine's name 

... a First Taker Meer East from Hill's Old Founder at Bank Top on 
Ox/ow Vaine. (1/6/1773: (DRO BIL 32). 

This entry seems to imply that the meers at Bank Top were 
measured in an easterly direction from the previously mentioned 
wall at SK 128 801. This is feasible because the rake at this 
location does rise up a short bank of ground. It is also 
interesting to note that the southern 'cheek' of the vein in this 
location must be aligned with the Lower Millers Dale Lava. 
This strata must have given the miners many problems with 
stability and, possibly, water. Such problems may have 
contributed to Samuel Oldfield being killed by 'a fall of deads' 
in 1752. 

From this point on Oxlow Rake to the area known as Nether 
Oxlow, Oxlow Bottom and Lower Oxlow, many mines are 
recorded but the details given by the Barmaster are lacking in 
specific descriptions. The mines are as follows: 

Boston, Bagshawe Vaine, Castleton Oxlow, Carrot Pate Venter, 
Oxlow Old Grove, Oxlow Wells Grove, Philidelphia, Oxlow Waine, 
Shoute Mouse, John Bradley's Grove, Standtothyself, Dustypitt, 
Oxlow Sun Vein, Frost or Will Bradley's Grove, Rake End 

The Oxlow Mine 
Thomas Hall noted in 1855 that 
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Mr. Ashton and Myself went over to Nether Ox/ow . .. to found a wall 
for an Engin Shaft ... (13/4/1855). 

And in 1887 the Geological Survey Memoir stated that an 
engine shaft, which was eventually 50 fathoms deep, had been 
sunk a few years previously. Is this referring to the same shaft? 
The exact location of this shaft at Nether Oxlow is not known. 

There is one mine in this locality that can be placed by using the 
details given by the Barmaster. This is Oxlow Chuns or Wood 
Grove, which is found north of the main rake and east ofOxlow 
End Farm at SK 124 799. The mine is first recorded in 1788, 

Thomas Wright booked four pairs of stowes standing on Ox/ow Old 
Vein on Ox/ow called the Chun or Wood Grove. (23/2/1788: DRO 
BIL 31). 

A later entry gives more detail on the mines location 

John Nall gave one dish of ore to free a Foumier Meer in an Old Vein 
on the North Side o/Oxlow Great Vein on the Bottom o/Oxlow called 
Ox/ow Chuns. (23/4/1819: DRO BIL 35). 

An even later entry gives the exact location of the mine, the 
hillocks of which can still be seen at SK 124 799 

Viewed the mine called Ox/ow Chuns together with a North 
Scrin lying on the North Side of the said mine and being in 
Nancy Nail's Field at the Bottom of Ox/ow. (5/1/1827: (DRO 
BIL 35). 

The first entry of 1788 notes that four meers were recorded at 
the mine and if these are plotted on a map of the area they 
match exactly with the length of hillocks which remain at this 
location. 

COP RAKE (Fig. 9) 
Castleton/Peak Forest Liberty boundary to the junction 
with Oxlow Rake. 

Like Oxlow Rake, Cop Rake remains untouched by modem 
mineral extractors. It is the prominent vein that can be seen on 
the steep hillside to the south of Oxlow Rake and in close 
proximity to the large pond known as Oxlow Dam at SK 128 
800. Incidentally Oxlow Dam must have been used by the local 
miners as a source of water for ore washing purposes. Cop Rake 
joins Oxlow Rake at SK 126 800 and in the immediate vicinity 
is the remains of a small kiln-like structure built into the side of 
a large flat-topped hillock. This is known as an ore hopper or 
kiln (house teem in other areas) and is the last and best 
preserved of its kind in this part of the orefield. The only mine 
noted by the Barmaster as being on Cop Rake is New York or 
Starvehouse Mine. This mine is still marked on modem O.S. 
maps of the area at SK 128 800. It is first mentioned in 1777 

Abraham Andrews was accidentally killed by a shot or blast of stone 
at New York (Starvehouse) Mine on Cop Rake. October 13th. 1777. 
(DRO BIL 32). 

The mine is not mentioned again by the Barmaster until 1841 

Viewed a mine called New York on the Top of Ox/ow . . . at the 
request of Samuel Mellor. (19/5/1841: DRO BIL 36). 

The terminology is slightly puzzling but, as was earlier stated, 
the whole of this area was called Oxlow Top by the Barmasters, 
who must have been referring to the mine on Cop Rake. 

The Geological Survey map shows that the portion of Cop Rake 
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near Oxlow Dam is crossed by the 
Lower Miller's Dale Lava. It is not 
known if the miners worked below this 
strata. 

Another mine recorded by the Barmaster 
could be refering to New York Mine, but 
once again the terminology used is 
confusing 

Nicked one pair of stowes at Cop Round 
belonging to Samuel Mellor . (9/4/1843: 
DROBIL37). 

N 

LL 

K 

tOOOFEET 

Cop Round is the prominent summit of 
the hill at SK 130 800 which is crossed 
by Cop Rake and the above entry is 
puzzling because this location is in 
Bradwell Liberty. It seems that the 
Barmaster could have again used a 
general locality reference when 
describing the location of this and other 
mines. Cop Round is also believed to be 
the location of lead workings dating 
back to the 13th. century. In the 17th. 
century the summit was known as 
Wardlow Copp. The long ridge of 
ground to the north of Cop Round was 
known as Torbett Brinke. 

Fig. 10. The Mines at the Brockdale Head area. A=Liberty boundary; B=Cop Farm; 
C=Flowering Garden Mine; D=West View Cottage; E=Brocktor Cottage; F=Stonebrack Cottage; 
G=Hill's Ventllre/Brocktor Far Rake Mine; H=Boggard Hole Mine; K=Peak Forest Sill (doleriJe); 
LL=Lower Millers Dale Lava. Meers freed: Flowering Garden 5; Hills Ventllre 4; 
Boggard Hole 4; Chance Being 1. Location unknown (meers): 
Fiddler's Ventllre (3); Mos Rake (5); Port(]); Poor Man's Friend/Ventllre (?); Stone Break(?); 
Bower Bank (?); Upper Bower Bank (?); Old Mos Car(?); Laneside (?); Brocktor Side(?). 

MOSS RAKE (Fig. 10) 

Bradwell/Peak Forest Liberty boundary to junction of Peak 
Forest Sill 
This vein, like Oxlow Rake and Foreside Rake in the north of 
the liberty, is one of the more well-known in the area. In Peak 
Forest Liberty the vein remains untouched and there are 
numerous references to mines located on it. Incidentally the 
general area was known as Brockdale Head during the 17th 
century. One of the mines that is still marked on maps is Hill's 
Venture at SK 126 794 near Brocktor Cottage. Hill's Venture, 
which is on a northern branch of Moss Rake, was first 
mentioned in 1846 

Viewed a piece of ground in Mr. Ralph Bower Bank and between the 
wall that parts Peak Forest and Bradwell Liberties and ranging West 
to Brocktor Lane ... at the request o/George Hill jnr. 
(5/1/1846: DRO BIL 37). 

Gave George Hill ... possession of Four Meers and Two Yards ofthe 
ground viewed on Jan. 5th. (26/1/1846: (DRO BIL 37) 

George Hill jnr. gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer in an 
Old Vein on Bower Bank called Hill's Venture. (1.9/6/1846: DRO BIL 
37). 

From these three references we see that the mine is named, the 
number ofmeers are noted and the exact location is given. The 
'two yards' mentioned must be at the liberty boundary at the 
eastern end of the mine title, but in this instance there is no 
record of a primgap being made at this location, which is 
puzzling. The former name of Hill's Venture or the length of 
vein that it occupies was Brocktor Far Rake. 

Slightly to the west of Hill's Venture/Brocktor Far Rake on 
what is believed to be the true continuation of Moss Rake are 
situated two mines that can be positively located, these are 
Boggard Hole at SK 126 794 and Chance or Chance Being at 
SK 125 794. Boggard Hole is first mentioned inl 763, 

17 

Thomas Jowle and Co. gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer 
of an Old Vaine called Bogerd Hole. (16/6/1763: DRO. BIL 32). 

At a later date an entry shows the number of meers freed at the 
mine 

Francis Fletcher gave two dishes of ore to free a Second and Third 
Taker Meer East from their Old Founder at Bogerd Hole. 
(18/5/1780: DRO BIL 31). 

From this entry we see that the meers must be in a westerly 
direction from the liberty boundary and it is also possible to 
exactly place Thomas Jowle's Founder Meer of 1763 at SK 126 
794. 

Chance or Chance Being is first mentioned in 1805, at which 
time the exact location is given. No other meers were ever freed 

George Eeeds gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer in an Old 
Vein, West of Boggard Hole called Chance. (15/6/1805: DRO BIL 
33). 

In 1844 an entry records the slight change to the mines name 

John Bennett of Sparrowpit sold to John Hall, James Hall and Roger 
Walker of Castleton, all of Bogardhole and Chance Being/or £1 /3/9. 
(2/10/844: DRO BIL 37). 

Incidentally the grassy lane that runs alongside the liberty 
boundary is known as Boggard Hole Lane. The surface remains 
at these three mines are untouched and comprise a crushing 
circle, water storage ponds, huddle dams, coes and numerous 
sleeper-covered shafts. 

West ofBoggard Hole and Chance Being, Moss Rake traverses 
the southern side of the shallow dry valley (Brockdale) and 
terminates on contact with the Peak Forest Sill at SK 123 793. 

Numerous other mines are located in this area but their exact 
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terminates at the wall that parts Peak Forest 
and Bradwell liberties. 
(7/2/1856: (DRO. BIL 39). 

This gives a total of 5 meers of ground, 
the surface expression of which can still 
be seen west of Cop Farm. It is 
interesting to note that the eastern part of 
the title adjoining the liberty boundary is 
shown on the geological map as being 
within the Lower Miller's Dale Lava. 
Once again, like New York on Cop 
Rake, it is not known if the miners 
worked below the lava. 

PERRY, PERRYFOOT AREA (Fig. 
11) 

Fig. 11. The Mines near Perryfoot. A=John Marchington c.1758; B=Shalellimestone boundary. The numerous mines that are recorded as 
being in this area are once again lacking 
in details as to their true locations. The 
most notable vein in this area is 

C=Road to the limekiln c.1805. Locations unknown (meers): 
Dove Hole (I); New Grove (I); Perryfoot Scrin (4); Kevil Holes (6); Bell Royal (4); 
Perry Old Vein (3); Croft Head/Nook (?); Stonepit (?); Shakepit (?); Shakehole (?); Perry End(?); 
Perry Head(?); Perry Vein (?). 

locations are not known, these are as follows, 

Poor Man's Friend or Venture, Fiddler's Venture, Stone Break, Bower 
Bank, Upper Bower Bank, Old Mos Car, Laneside, Brocktor Side, 
Mos Rake, Port. 

West of Cop Farm. 
In the vicinity of Cop Farm at SK 128 797 is a single mine that 
can be positively located using the details given by the 
Barmaster 

George Watts, Jasper Watts and Henry Watts gave one dish of ore to 
free a Founder Meer of a New Vein in George Watts Farm called The 
Cop and called it Flowering Garden. (26/1/1856: DRO BIL 39). 

Laid out George Watts and Co. two meers at Flowering Garden, one 
East and one West and the lord's Meer at the West End and one meer 
at the West End of the lord's Meer. N.B. 9½ yds. West in George Watts 
Farm and 22½ yds. in Hannah Hill's Farm and the Eastmost Meer 

immediately south of the B6061 
Castleton to Sparrowpit Road at SK 106 

813 to SK 102 813. Incidentally this vein has been called 
Perryfoot Rake in the past, though it has not been found 
recorded in any of the books, documents etc. that have been 
seen by the writer during the present research. Likewise 
Cockshead Mine (see Chandler. 1953) is recorded as being on 
this vein, again this name has not been found during research 
for this article. It must also be stated that this vein appears to be 
the westerly continuation of Eldon Bent Vein on Eldon Hill, 
which was described earlier. The mines recorded by the 
Barmaster are as follows: 

Croft Head or Nook, Dove Hole, New Grove, Stonepitt, Shakepitt, 
Shakehole, Perry End, Perryfoot Scrin, Perry Head, Kevil Holes.Bell 
Royal, Perry Vein, Perry Old Vein. 

LOADS KNOWL AND BARMOOR AREA. (Fig. 12). 

Fig. 12. The Mines in the Loads Knoll and Barmoor area. A=Shalellimestone boundary; B=Liberty boundary; C=Loads Knowle Quarry; 
D=New Portaway Mine; E=Barmoor Farm; F=Middle Barmoor Farm; G=Blackfriars Bridge Mine; H=Ridgeclose Farm; l=Barmoor Great Vein. 
Meers/reed: New Portaway 2; Blackfriars Bridge (I). Locations unknown (meers): 
Catskins (I); Little Close (6); Loads Knowle (6); Waterloor Bridge (5); Loads Knowle Sun Vein (6); Loads Knowle North Vein (8); Batt Hole (I); 
Cowards Loss (I); Cutler Rake (I); Forester (I); Mayflower (I); Sparklingbowle (7); St Cass (2); Tide Well (2); Yates Founder (7); Coxons Crust (I); 
Old Stud (11); Paddock Vein (6); Golden Rake (I); Wheel ba"ow Trindle(]); Jack thous tickeld me once again (8); Old Stoop(]); 
Barmoo, .Jreat Vein (3); Thunder(?); Old Stope Grove (?). 

BARMOOR CLOUGH 

LOADSKNOWL 

N 

BARMOOR 
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E -. .. 
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Once again the details given by the Barmaster regarding mines 
in this area are sparse in information. It is only possible to 
locate two out of the numerous named mines.All of the veins 
are located in the limestone to the south of the A623 Sparrowpit 
to Barmoor Clough Road. These veins appear to be short in 
extent but it is possible that their surface expressions have 
reverted back to agricultural use in the intervening years since 
mining ceased, because the following entry is slightly puzzling 
in the numbers of meers that it notes 

At the request of Samuel Frith Esq. and Co., Entered and Booked 
eighty pairs of stowes standing/or all the Vaines, Scrins and Pipes on 
the Loads Know/ and thirty stowes standing on Barmoor Great Vaine 
... (27/8/1787: DRO BIL 31). 

110 meers equals 3 520 yards or nearly 2 ½ miles in length: this 
seems an incredible amount of ground. It is possible that the 
area of Loads Knowl at SK 077 794 was criss-crossed by 
numerous small intersecting veins each marked by the stowes 
mentioned. If this is the case then the layout of the veins must 
have been very complex. It is possible that Barmoor Great Vein 
is the one that can still be seen at SK085 795 to SK 087 796, 
south ofBarmoor Farm; again the surface expression of the vein 
does not match the length of meers recorded. 

The first mine that can be exactly located is New Portaway at 
SK 078 795, to the east of Loads Knowl, first mentioned in 
1826 

Samuel Frith Esq., Thomas Mellor, Francis Mellor and Isaac Hall 
gave one dish to free a Founder Meer in an Old Vein ranging South 
East from Barmoor Clough Turnpike Road and in a pasture called 
Loads Know/ belonging to Samuel Frith Esq. and the mine is called 
New Portaway. (12/10/1826: DRO BIL 35). 
Later the meers freed at the mine are noted 

Samuel Frith Esq. and Co. gave one dish of ore to free a First Taker 
Meer East from their Old Founder at New Portaway. 
(5/5/1827: DRO BIL 35). 

The hillocks of this mine can be seen traversing the valley side 
to the south of the A623 road. Loads Knowl or Lords Knoll is 
located behind the old mill cottages at SK 077 794. The defunct 
limestone quarry that can be seen behind these cottages is the 
original southern terminus of the Peak Forest Tramway. This 
tramway took stone from Loads Knowl Quarry to the canal 
basin at Buxworth near Whaley Bridge. Later the tramway was 
lengthened to reach the large limestone quarries that were 
developed near Dove Holes. 

Incidentally the tramway passes close to the old Barytes Mill in 
Barmoor Clough at SK 075 796. The ruins of this mill can still 
be seen and the large mill dam is alongside the A6 at SK 076 
795. Directly opposite the mill site can be seen the remains of 
chutes from the Peak Forest Tramway, down which coal from 
the mines at Buxworth was tipped for use in the mill. 

Another mine that can be positively located is Blackfriars 
Bridge at SK 079 788, 

John Bennett gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer in an Old 
Vein . . . near the Black Hole Stone Quarry and called it Blaclifriars 
Bridge. (28/11/1825: DRO BIL 35). 

Black Hole is the area just to the north of Dove Holes and this 
is the location of an old limestone quarry opened in 1808. This 
must be the quarry that the Barmaster is referring to, and a short 
vein is seen at this location to the west ofRidgeclose Farm and 
adjacent to the liberty boundary. 

19 

The other mines in this area noted by the Barmaster are, 

Batt Hole, Boiler, Cowards Loss, Cutler Rake, Forester, Mayflower, 
Sparklingbowle, St. Cass, Tide Well, Yates Founder, Thunder, Old 
Stud, Old Stoop, Old Stope Grove, Paddock Vein, Goulden Rake, Jack 
Thous Tickled Me Once Again, Wheel Barrow Trindle, Coxons Crust, 
Catskins, Little Close, Loads Knowle, Waterloo Bridge, Loads Knowl 
Sun Vein, Loads Knowl North Vein. 

LOADS BARN, BEE LOW and WEST of PEAK FOREST 
VILLAGE (Fig. 13) 

Like the Barmoor Clough/Loads Knowl area the mines noted by 
the Barmaster are lacking in details and it is impossible to place 
them exactly. It is very probable that many more veins existed 
in the area than is obvious today, because ofagricultural usage. 
The geological map shows many veins in the area north of 
Loads Barn at SK 098 790, but today apart from a short length 
of vein at SK 095 788, these have all disappeared. One of the 
veins at SK 103 786 actually passes into the Peak Forest Sill, at 
which locality the hillocks diminish in size suggesting that the 
vein was only worked above this intrusion. Another short vein 
at SK 104 792 skirts the northern tip of the sill and another at 
SK 114 787 again runs alongside the sill. Incidentally the latter 
is the only location that the mine can be named 

John Fletcher and Co. gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer in 
an Old Vein in Fletcher Fields near the New Dam called Weavers 
Venture. July 6th. 1801. (ORO BIL 33). 

It is interesting to note that the mine is in close proximity to the 
old cotton mill at SK 115 787, which is presumably the reason 
why the mine is so named. Were John Fletcher and Co. also 
working at the mill at this time? 

Numerous other mines are recorded for this area, these are as 
follows, 

Manchester, New Mine, Ravens Nest, Royal Oake, One Rake, 
Hadfield Venture, Cross, Kerns Hill, Ratchwood or 
Wretchwood,Fearney Slack, Mos Rake Old Vein, Fearney Slack Old 
Vein, John Garlick's Old Founder, Fearney Slack Cross Vein, Oxlow 
Rake, Fearney Slack North Vein, Fearney Slack Sun Vein, Fearney 
Slack New Vein. 

HYDROLOGY and SOUGHS (Fig. 14) 

It is a well-known fact that the water draining offRushop Edge 
in the north of the liberty disappears underground at the already 
mentioned swallets and re-appears at the resurgences of Slop 
Moll and Russet Well in the village of Castleton. The limestone 
area of the liberty is therefore well drained and is devoid of any 
sizeable surface streams and it is reasonable to assume that the 
mines were not troubled by water until they attained great 
depths, if this was the case. It is clear that the miners had little 
reason to drive soughs to relieve their mines of water and there 
are only two such features known in the liberty, Peakshill Sough 
and Perry Pitts Sough. 

Peakshill Sough SK 116 826: Little is known about this sough 
regarding its history apart from it was driven in 1726-29 in an 
attempt to reach the western continuation of the Odin Vein. It 
is interesting to note that the sough has two tails: it is possible 
that the original tail collapsed and a separate one has been 
constructed to replace it. (J. Barnatt. pers. comm.). 

The shaft mounds of this sough are best seen from the A625 
Castleton to Chapel-en-le-Frith road. Between the two larger 
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sough shaft mounds nearest to the road can be seen a smaller 
mound slightly to the right (west) of the line of the sough. This 
is probably the location of a climbing shaft connecting to the 
sough. 

Perry Pitts (Perrypitts) Sough (exact location unknown): An 
isolated reference to this sough was brought to my attention by 
Jim Rieuwerts, during my research for this article 

Henry Kirk and Partners to pay Thomas Crossley £8-8-0 for a black 
filly killed by falling down a shaft belonging to the Sough in Perry 
Pitts. (Barmoot Court Papers 17 61 ). 

The location of this sough was unknown but several entries in 
the surviving Peak Forest Barmasters' Books held at DRO, refer 

Nicked five pairs of stowes at Speedwell lying West from the Lum in 
Perrypitts belonging to Isaac Eeeds heirs and Co. 
(11/4/1828: (DRO BIL 35). 

Viewed a mine called Lum in Perrypitts, at the request of Thomas 
Bradley. Same Day. Viewed a mine called Speedwell in Perrypitts and 
West of the Lum. (28/5/1838: DRO BIL 36). 

Lum Mine was in operation from at least 1752 

Arrested a mine called Lum belonging to Edward Ashton and Co. for 
the sum of £7-6-0, at the suit of Nathaniel Pickford. (312/1752: DRO 
BIL 31). 

Speedwell Mine came into operation in 1782 

William Bradley gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer of an 
Old Vein on Collier Bank and called it Speedwell. 
(19/11/1782: DRO BIL 31). 

It is probably safe to assume that this is the location of Perry 
Pitts Sough is close by PS. If this is the case, the questions must 
be asked of which direction did it drain and at what depth? 

The Speedwell vein is the obvious westerly continuation of 
Foreside (Faucet) Rake. Today the portion of the vein in the 
large cultivated field to the south of PS entrance contains a short 
length of rough ground, but to the east towards Snelslow the 
vein is intersected by a shale outlier and it is not known if the 
vein was contained within this stratum. Field evidence suggests 
that the vein was not worked at this location. Therefore the 
sough might have only been of short length within the 
limestone. The entry of 1761 suggests that the shafts of the 
sough went 'to day', but there are no shafts evident at this 
locality today. 

In the entrance series of PS a short length of mined passage is 
negotiable (Phil Shaw. pers. comm.). Is this a portion of 
Perrypitts Sough? 

MINING OF LEAD ORE IN NATURAL CAVES (Fig. 2) 

It has already been noticed that natural caves were explored and 
used for the search and subsequent mining of lead ore and 
several more examples of this can be found in the ore accounts 
in one of the Peak Forest Barmasters' Books held at DRO. 

John Marchington at the Bullpit. (22/7/1758: DRO BIL 31 ). 

The 'Bullpit' SK 106 814 is situated a short distance north of the 
B 6061 Castleton to Sparrowpit road in an obvious tree lined 
enclosure. It was noted by Farey (1811) as 

Bull Pit, E of Perryfoot, a deep open hole, in 4th Lime. 

Explorations by cavers in the mid- l 960s (Ford 1974, p28) 
established that there are mined passages to be found at this 
location and it seems that this could be where John Marchington 
acquired his ore in 1758 

Henry Marchington at the Shakepit on Perry. 
(Mayl760: DRO BIL 31). 

Fig. 13. The Mines on Bee/ow and west of Peak Forest Village. Locations unknown (meers): 
Cross (6); Wretchwood (13); Manchester (l); New Mine (I); Ravens Nest (7); Royal Oak (I); 
Hadfield Venture (I); One Rake (I); Fearney Slack (6); Fearney Slack Old Vein (2); Fearney Slack 
Cross Vein (12); Fearney Slack North Vein (8); Fearney Slack Sun Vein (6); Fearney Slack New 
Vein (3); Mos Rake Old Vein (3); JohnGarlick's Old Founder (6); Ox/ow Rake (6). 
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This entry is a little puzzling, or is 
'Shakepit' simply another name for the 
'Bullpit' 

Adam Hill at Eldon Hole. 
(July-Sept. 1775, March 1777, Oct. 1788: 
DRO BIL31). 

This entry concerning Eldon Hole, is the 
most interesting, but is again puzzling. 
This famous landmark was again noted 
by Farey (1811) as 

Eldon Hole, a very deep open hole, in 4th 
Lime. 

Adam Hill was certainly mining in the 
proximity ofEldon Hole because several 
entries made by the Barmaster state that 

Nicked nine pairs of stowes belonging to 
Thomas Bennett for Want of Workmanship 
then standing on a vein East from Eldon 
Hole, and gave the ground to Adam Hill. 
(16/1/1775: DRO BIL 32). 

Adam Hill gave one dish of ore to free a 
Founder Meer of an Old Vein near Eldon 
Hole. (28/7/1775: DRO BIL32). 
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The first entry seems to indicate that Thomas Bennett and the 
later Adam Hill were mining lead ore from within Eldon Hole. 
This is slightly puzzling because there is, today, no surface 
expression of a vein in this location, but during mining days this 
vein would have been marked by the stowes mentioned, as a 
sign of possession, and it is feasible to say that the vein could 
have been worked at depth from within Eldon Hole, and never 
from the surface at all. The terminology used in the second 
entry and corresponding ore account for July 1775 ('at Eldon 
Hole' and 'near Eldon Hole') again adds confusion to the matter. 

A further entry made by the Barmaster in 1798, concerning 
another location, states 

Jonathan Bennett and Co. gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer 
of a New Vein in Perry Meadows called Dove Hole. 
(8/3/1798: DRO BIL 33). 

This entry might be refering to mining in a swallet on the 
shale/limestone boundary near Perryfoot because Farey ( 1811) 
notes 

Dove Hole, East of Peak Forest, from Shale into 4th. Lime, on the 
Great Limestone Fault (Shale/Limestone Boundary). 

The direction of the shale/ limestone boundary is to the north of 
Peak Forest, perhaps Farey gave the wrong direction or it is a 
printers error. 

Another location within the liberty where lead ore was mined by 
using natural cave passages as access, is the well-known mine, 
today called Oxlow Caverns, but in the active mining period 
was always referred to by the Barmaster as Opens Mine or 
Rackety/Rickety Mine 

Thomas Needham of Castleton, sold to Matthew Needham of 
Castleton, all of his right title and interest to Opens in Foreside Rake, 
for the sum of £55. (4/1/1811: DRO BIL 41). 

Owners are to pay the Barmaster 618d and he shall have his 
upper garment. (5/3/1752: DRO BIL 31). 

Bank Top Mine as been located has being west ofCleartheway 
Mine on Oxlow Rake at SK 127 801 

William Nall alias Dudley of Castleton, son of Catherine Lomas of 
Castleton, was killed at Hurd/ow End Mine, Eldon Hill by falling down 
the Engine Shaft and drowning in the Lodge (sump). The Owners are 
to pay the Barmaster 6/Bd and he shall have his upper garment. 
(2/9/1752: DRO BIL 31 ). 

Hurdlow End Mine at SK l 08 807 is situated west of the 
prominent plantation that traverses the western slope of Eldon 
Hill overlooking Perrydale and Peak Forest village. This 
plantation marks the course of the continuation of what is now 
called Watts Grove Vein, but in mining days was always refered 
to as White Rake 

Abraham Andrews was accidentally killed by a shot or blast of stone 
at New York or Starvehouse Mine on Cop Rake. The Owners are to 
pay the Barmaster 6/Bd and he shall have his upper garment. 
(13/10/1777: DRO BIL 32). 

New York or Starvehouse Mine is at SK 128 800 on the steep 
hillside above Oxlow Dam and below the prominent feature of 
Cop Round, and it is marked on modem O.S. maps 

James Clayton of Castleton was killed at C/eartheway Mine on Ox/ow 
Rake by falling about 14 fathoms down the Engine Shaft. The Owners 
are to pay the Barmaster 6/Bd and he shall have his upper garment. 
(2/9/1810: DRO BIL 41). 

(See Fig 9). Cleartheway Mine at SK 129 803 is also marked on 
modem O.S. maps. The terms used in this entry suggests that 
the Engine Shaft was in the process of being sunk at this time, 
or James Clayton had fallen whilst ascending or descending a 
ladderway 

Although the very large chambers to be 
found at this location are construed to be 
cave passages they are naturally formed 
vein cavities similar to the one seen at 
the Bottomless Pit in Speedwell Mine 
near Castleton at SK 139 827. 

Fig. 14. Location of Perrypitts Sough (Sl),and Peakshill Sough (S2), engines (E), belland 
yards (BY), promgaps (P), buddle Dams (8D), mineral tools (MT) and mine roads (MR). 

Incidentally, in the l850-60s, John and 
Joseph Jackson of Castleton proposed to 
clear-out and re-stemple the shafts at this 
mine, to open it to visitors. It seems that 
nothing came of this idea. (J. H. 
Rieuwerts, pers. comm.). 

FATALITIES IN THE MINES (See 
Figs. 4, 8, 9 ) 

Everybody with even the slightest 
interest in mining realises that this is an 
hazardous occupation and the mines in 
Peak Forest Liberty were no exception to 
this fact. During the period 1752-1856 a 
total of 7 deaths are recorded by the 
Barmaster has having occurred in the 
liberty. These are as follows 

Samuel Oldfield of Cop Farm, Peak 
Forest was killed at Bank Top Mine on 
Ox/ow Sun Vein near Ox/ow Middle 
Gate, by a fall of deads or old man. The 
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Amos and John Mellor of Peak Forest were killed at Rush Mine on the 
'backside of Eldon' by the bad air. The Owners are to pay the 
Barmaster 6/Bd and he shall have their upper garments. (2515/1817: 
DROBIL41). 

(See Fig. 4 ). Rush or Windle and Rush Mine was at SK 119 815 
at the area now called Lower Slitherstones which has been 
completely obliterated by the Eldon Hill limestone quarry. Bad 
air ( carbon dioxide) may indicate that the Mellors were working 
deep within the limestones in a shaft or blind heading or died 
from gas from rotting timbers in an old part of the mine. 

John Ashton of Sparrowpit was killed at Vergin Mine on Gautries 
Rake by a fall of earth from the roof under which he was working. 
The Owners are to pay the Barmaster 6/8d and he shall have his upper 
garment. (2/8/1849: DRO BIL 37). 

(See Fig. 8). Vergin Mine at SK I 04 808 can be positively 
located on Gautries Rake because of an entry made by the 
Barmaster which states that 

George White jnr. gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer of an 
Old Vein on the 'backside' of Gautries lying between Beet and 
Fairtrial and called it Vergin. (22/3/1841: (DRO BIL 36). 

A plan of Coalpithole dating from I 867 (DRO. D 1154 GILP 
67), shows its exact location along with Fairtrial and Fortunate. 
Strangely Beet Mine is not shown on this plan. 

The term 'and he shall have his upper garment' which is used in 
all of the entries seems to be a peculiar and rather morbid 
statement. It was an anciently derived customary payment 
known as a deodand (gift to God)* due to the king but 
presumably granted by him to the Barmaster. 

* Thedeodand originates with the placing of blame for a death on an inanimate 
object or animal e.g. a cart, horse or even ship, which came to be forfeited for 
holy purposes, later, simply a payment to the Crown. This could be granted to 
another, in this case, the Barmaster. As imposts on already grieving families, 
they were not liked by juries and with the connivance of judges they became 
nominal, as here. Payment of deodands was ended in 1846. Barmasters ceased 
to function as coroners in customary liberties in 1851/52. 

BELLAND YARDS (Fig.14) 

These prominent mining features are specifically mentioned by 
the Barmaster in several entries, these are as follows, 

Viewed the ground on the south side of Two Rakes Vein and lying 
between the wall that parts Great and little Castleton Close to John 
Eyre's Belland Yard East, at the request of John and Thomas Barber. 
(10/9/1814: DRO BIL 41). 

Summoned Samuel and Joseph Royse, 2 of the 24 Men or Grand Jury, 
to view a Belland Yard wall at Coalpitho/e belonging to Adam Hill, 
at the request of Mr. Robert Needham. It was agreed that it should be 
repaired by Adam Hill, between this day and the 22nd. day of May 
next. (24/4/1844: DRO BIL 37). 

Jonathan How, Barmaster, called upon by John Royse, Agent to his 
father, Isaac Royse, to summon Four of the Grand Jury, to view a 
Belland Yard wall at C/eartheway on Upper Ox/ow. The Jury gave the 
opinion that 4 feet 6 inches high is quite sufficient for a wall. 
(15/5/1845: DRO BIL 37) 

Cleartheway. Laying out the ground/or a Belland Yard. 8 yards at the 
end terminating in (under nether?) old wall and 20 yards in the middle 
and JO yards at the west end. (26/11/1854: DRO BIL 39). 

Is the last entry relating to the fact that in 1854 the belland yard 
at Cleartheway was being enlarged from the original size 
mentioned in 1845? 
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ENGINES (Fig. 14) 

The term 'Engin' or 'Engeon' as used by the Barmaster 
undoubtedly refers to horse- operated winding gins, or 
depending on the context, to a shaft on which they were used. 
There are several locations within the liberty where these are 
specifically mentioned in the entries made by the Barmaster 

... theEnginRopes ... (16/11/1771: DRO.B/I..31). 

The engine ropes mentioned here are included in a list of goods 
valued at Two Rakes Head at SK 125 815 on Slitherstones Rake 

John Nall of Castleton sold to George Barnsley of Bradwell 
Ox/ow Head Engine on Ox/ow Rake for £20-10-0. 
(10/3/1775: DRO BIL 32). 

Oxlow Head Engine is at SK 132 807 on the eastern limit of 
Oxlow Rake in Peak Forest Liberty 

... Not to remove John Wright and Co. Engin and tools but by the 
consent of Henry Jowle and Co. the Engin Portaway is to stand . .. 
(10/10/1789: DRO BIL 31). 

The location of this engine was obviously at Portaway Mine SK 
128 809 on Eldon Moor to the east of Jowle Grove. 

. . . from his grounds end West of his Engin .... 
(2/6/1845: DRO BIL 37). 

This entry concerns an engine at Birch Hall Mine SK 124 815 
on what is today called Slitherstones Rake 

. .. between the road from Castleton to Sparrowpit and the Engeon 
on Gautries. (5/12/1810: DRO BIL 41). 

The above entry is regarding an engine at Coalpithole Mine SK 
IO I 811. The shaft associated with this engine has been called 
Veer Shaft in previous articles 

. .. on Eldon Top in Eldon Bent Vein west from the west Engeon in 
Eldon Bent .. . (30/8/1815: DRO BIL 41). 

During the work for this article it as been found that the location 
for this 'engine' was at SK 114 813, unfortunately the site and 
associated shaft have been obliterated by Eldon Hill Quarry. 

In a Sale Notice placed in the High Peak News on I 9/10/1872 
the following engine is offered for sale by auction, 

Lot 1.-All that Valuable Lead Mine called NETHER OXLOW,situate 
near Peak Forest, together with the New PORTABLE ENGINE (Nine
Horse Power) and the whole of the Working Plant, Gear, andc. and all 
necessary Mining Tools, andc. andc. andc. 

The exact location of this mine and engine at Nether Oxlow is 
not known, but it could be the same location that was mentioned 
in the Geological Memoir (Green et al 1887). Incidentally at 
SK123 798 can be seen a large (concrete) capped shaft and 
nearby are the remains of a small engine house. It is possible 
that these features are associated with the above engine. 

During John Rennie's visit to Derbyshire in 1784, he described 
an engine that he had seen at Coalpithole Mine near Perryfoot, 

This Engine had two large water wheels . .. about 26-27 feet diam . 
. . one below the other . .. the water which came from one answered 
to drive the other, ... both had a spur wheel fixed to their edge ... 
on one common Pinion ... on a Crank which worked two levers and 
consequently two Pumps. These spur wheels were just the same size 
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as the water wheels . .. (see Matkin. 1980). 

In 1787 a Sale Notice was placed in the Derby Mercury, 
offering for sale the following items, 

Coalpithole Mine, Peak Forest. 

2 wheels - each 24 feet diameter. 
Spur wheel - 6 feet diameter. 

2 double Cranks. 
2 Crank rods. 

2 Beams - each 50 feet long with two cast iron saddles. 
4 sets of pumps. 

Capstan rope - 42 fathoms long. 

Even though the above differs slightly from the description 
given by John Rennie, it is undoubtedly referring to the same 
engine. The exact location of the engine is not known at present, 
but it must have been located on the shales, on the range of the 
vein within Chapel-en-le-Frith Liberty, north of the B6061 road. 

The ore accounts list several other mines where engines were, 
or had been, in use: 

Cartledge Engin on Upper Ox/ow (Cleartheway). 

Isaac Morten's Engin on Eldon (Eldon Bent or Birch Hall 
Mine?). 

Mr. Broom's Engin at Two Rakes Head. 

MINE ROADS (Fig. 14) 

There are several entries concerning the laying out of roads to 
the mines, 

Summoned 2 of the 24 Men to lay George Hill a road out to his mine 
at Hurd/ow End, where at the same time Thomas Taylor, the/armer 
and George Hill agreed that the road should be up the Old Bridle Stile 
Road that leads to the Backside of Eldon and each to find a gate. 
(24/6/1827: DRO BIL 35). 

The route of this road is believed to be along the floor of the dry 
valley at SK 108 806, a branch of Perry Dale, later referred to by 
the Barmaster as 'Mary Winterbotham's Slack'. The modem 
footpath follows the mine road up the valley and is shown on 
O.S. maps of the area 

Laid Edward White a road out to his mine (Fortunate) on the top of 
Gautries nearest to the road from Sparrowpit to Peak Forest. 
(21/11/1833: DRO BIL 36). 

The route of this road was not known, but a liberty map dated 
1855 shows a track leading from the southern side of the B6061 
Perryfoot to Sparrowpit road to the mine on the western end of 
Gautries Rake. Recent field evidence has revealed that the road 
is still clearly seen crossing the field at SK 094 808. 

Laid Levie Bennet and Co. a road out to their mine called Lost Lad on 
Eldon. Through land occupied by Mr. John Carr, William 
Winterbotham and Thomas Taylor and terminating in the road from 
Perryfoot to Peak Forest. (23/2/1846: DRO B/L 37). 

A possible route of this road is from a point at SK I IO 812 in 
Perrydale in a NE direction alongside the very straight field wall 
that leads all the way to the mine at SK 113 810 on the western 
side of Eldon Hill. It is interesting to note that where the road 
crosses the vein at SK 112 807, now known to be White Rake, 
it is walled on both sides, obviously to define its boundaries 
within the vein. The route of the road is also clearly visible on 
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Eldon Hill, where it takes the form of a slightly sunken track or 
'holloway' alongside (east) of the already mentioned wall. 

MINING TOOLS AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT (Fig. 
14) 

There are several instances where tools and equipment are 
specifically listed by the Barmaster during mine arrests, sales, 
disputes over ownership etc. 

Valued the Goods at Two Rakes Head- 2 Tubs, I Vat, Wood on 
the Coe, In the Smithy the Anvil, Wood on the Smithy, the Engin 
Ropes. Total £2-8-6. (16/11/1771: DRO BIL 31 ). 

This entry is interesting because of the mention of a Smithy at 
this location. This is the only instance where such a structure is 
noted within Peak Forest Liberty 

Valued the Goods at Frost Grove on Lower Ox/ow- Ore, 1 Vat, 1 
Chain. Total £3-10-0. (9/10/1793: DRO BIL 33). 

The exact location of Frost or Will Bradley's Grove on Lower 
Oxlow is not known 

Gave Jeremy Royse possession of the late Joseph Eeeds mine called 
Daily Bread/or £3-4-9. N.B. Tools and 1 Machine. 
10/5/1832:. DRO BIL 36). 

Daily Bread Mine is on the eastern flank of Eldon Hill ( exact 
location unknown). The term 'Machine' used in this and the 
following entries is probably referring to a botching tub or ore 
washing jig 

Arrested William Kee/ing's Machine at Coa/pitho/e for 17/Bd. 
(2/8/1849: DRO BIL 37). 

Arrested James Winterbotham's Mineral Tools at Standtothyself on 
Ox/ow Rake for £3-6-6, 1 Machine and Sieve, 1 Grinder, 2 Cowl 
Rakes, 1 Scoop, 1 Spade, l Wheelbarrow, 1 Iron Grate, l Trunk 
Buddle. (4/5/1852: DRO BIL 39). 

This entry concerning Standtothyself ( exact location unknown) 
on Oxlow Rake is of especial interest because of the mention of 
a Trunk Buddle at this location, which is a very rare reference 

Arrested William Kee/ing's Ore and Tools at Coalpithole for £2-17-1, 
1 Machine and Sieve, 2 Wheelbarrows, 1 Iron Wisket, 1 Pump and 
Rod, 1 Iron Grate and 2 Crushing rollers, 3 Cowl Rakes, 3 Hammers, 
1 Scoop, 1 Barrel, 1 Sledge, 1 Fleak, l Spade, 2 Stools. 
(22/6/1852: (DRO BIL 39). 

BUDDLE DAMS (Fig. 14) 

Even though the majority of the mines would have had such 
features there is only one entry that mentions a specific mine 
location 

. .. to view a wall that was pulled down by Adam Hill, Miner, to make 
a Dam at Coa/pithole. They gave their opinion that the Miner had a 
right to make his Dam, making the fence the same size all round his 
Dam. (22/1/1845. DRO BIL 37). 

PRIMGAPS (Fig. 14) 

There are six instances where the Barmaster has recorded the 
making of a 'primgap' i.e. a piece of ground less than l /2 meer 
in length. These are as follows:-
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Edward Fletcher gave one dish of ore to free a Seventeenth Taker Meer 
West from their Old Founder at Coalpithole. Not laid out by reason 
the stake was standing in the Highway. Made a Prim Gap of 6 yds. 3 
ins. (4/3/1760: ORO BIL 31). 

The highway mentioned in this entry is the B6061 Castleton to 
Sparrowpit road 

John Nall and Co. gave one dish of ore to free a First Taker Meer 
East from their Old Founder at Oxlow Head. Made a Prim Gap 
of 7½ yds. 6ins. (23/12/1773: DRO BIL 32). 

The primgap is at the liberty boundary of Peak Forest and 
Castleton 

Jasper Hall and c. gave seven dishes of ore to free six meers 
and one half of ground - East from their Old Founder at Two 
Rakes Head Laid out and staked then made a Prim Gap of 
5yds.from the last stake and the Forest Wall. (4/5/1776: ORO 
BIL 32). 

The Forest Wall separates Peak Forest Liberty from the 
adjoining Castleton Liberty, to the east of this location. It refers 
to the original ring wall that surrounded the inner deer park of 
the Royal Forest of the Peak 

Henry Marchington gave one dish of ore to free a First Taker Meer 
East from his Old Founder on Foreside Rake. Made a Prim Gap of 1 
yd 9 ins. (9/1/1764: ORO BIL 32). 

Again this primgap is at the liberty boundary between Peak 
Forest and Castleton. 

Prim Gap on Mos Rake Old Vein. (ORO BIL 32). 

This is puzzling because no measurement or date is given for 
the 'primgap' and it appears that it has been written down in the 
Book of Entries as an 'afterthought'. The possible location for 
the primgap is north of the Loads Barn as noted in 1782, 

. . . breaking north out of the Mos Rake Old Vein. N.B. Near theloads 
Barn. (DRO BIL 31 ). 

An isolated reference contained in the Bagshawe Collection at 
Sheffield City Library states, 

a meere of ground in ye middle vayne on ye back of Eldon 

neare ye primgapp there ... (December 1670: Bag. Coll. 702). 

This primgap is possibly located somewhere in the region of 
Birch Hall/Windle and Rush and Eldon End Mines which are all 
described later has being on the Backside Eldon. 

THE BARMASTERS AND THE GRAND JURY OR 
'TWENTY-FOUR MEN'. 

Peak Forest is a customary liberty in which the Duke of 
Devonshire as its Lord had power to appoint a Barmaster. The 
Barmaster was responsible for appointing a jury of Twenty 
Four Men (sometimes just the Twenty Four) to sit at the 
Barmoot Courts and to assist in managing lead mining affairs. 
In 1852 The Derbyshire Mining Courts and Mineral Customs 
Act united Peak Forest with the Duke's other liberties of 
Ashford, Tideswell and Hartington, and reduced the number of 
jurors to twelve. These were drawn from all the united liberties 
and sat once a year at the Great Barmoot Court. Each juror, 
after the first occasion, was appointed for a minimum of two 
courts, the six longest serving jurors being discharged each 
time. The number of men with mines in Peak Forest serving on 
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the jury fell markedly after 1852. 

Barmasters 
Edmund How of Castleton. 17??-1809. 
Jonathan How of Castleton. 1809-18?? 

The Grand Jury or Twenty-Four Men. 
The following lists ofnames of members of the Grand Jury are 
in the order that they appear in the entries made by the 
Barmasters. They are written down here to give the reader an 
idea of the number of men involved. 

Lists of Jurymen. 

1752-1791. (DRO BIL 31-32). 
Marshall Smallwood, Edward Fletcher, Robert Winterbotham, James 
Jowle, William Bradley, Daniel Bradley, Robert Wright, Thomas 
Wright, Richard Bennett, John Hadfield, Edward Cartledge, Stephen 
Beard,. Adam Hill, Daniel Rose Snr., Elias Eyre, John Eyre Snr., John 
Needham, Richard Hill, Edmund Clayton, Thomas Hadfield, John 
Barber, John Rose, Thomas Pendleton, Thomas Hall, William 
Blackwell, George Whittingham, Edward Barber, William Holme, 
Robert How, Nicholas Bradshaw, Isaac Rose, Robert Barber, John 
Marchington, Thomas How, Jeremy Rose, James How, James 
Needham, Thomas Jowle Snr., Thomas Jowle Jnr., Joseph Rose, 
Samuel Bradbury, John Garlick, George Watts, George Hall, Robert 
Hill, Robert Morten, Robert Cartledge, Edward Oldfield, James Beard, 
John How, Francis Sykes, Henry Hill, George Storer. 

1792-1806. (DRO BIL 33). 
Jeremy Rose, Joseph Rose, John Needham, Joseph Royse. 

1806-1817. (DRO BIL 41). 
John Needham, James Needham, Joseph Royse, Robert How, John 
Barber, Joseph Eyre, William Needham, Thomas Needham, Joseph 
Rose, Elias Hall. 

1817-1829. (DRO BIL 35). 
John Needham, James Needham, Amos Mellor, Elias Hall, Joseph 
Hall, John Nall, Samuel Royse, John Royse, Daniel Mellor. John Hall, 
Thomas Hall, William Needham, Joseph Rose . 

1829-1841. (DRO BIL 36). 
John Hall, Samuel Royse, Joseph Royse, George Hill. Thomas Hall, 
William Middleton, Joseph Hall, Joseph Rose, John Rose, John 
Barber, William Needham, Edward Lomas. 

1842-1851. (DRO BIL 37). 
Samuel Royse, Edward Lomas, Joseph Rose, Joseph Hall, Isaac Rose, 
Elias Hall, George Hill, John Broadbent, Robert Middleton, Henry 
Hill, Benjamin Barber, George Morten, Samuel Needham, Joshua 
Barnsley. 

1852-1856. (DRO BIL 39). 
George Hill, Isaac Shirt. 

MINE OWNERS and MINERS 

These lists of mine owners and miners are again written down 
in the order that they appear in the entries made by the 
Barmasters. It should be mentioned at this point that the names 
ROSE and ROYSE belong to two separate Castleton families 
and there is confusion differentiating between the two, because, 
before English grammar was standardized, the names appear to 
have been interchangeable. 

It becomes apparent that certain family names appear 
throughout the years, e.g. Royse, Eyre, Needham, Jowle, Hill 
etc., these are all well-known mining families of the area, with 
the mines operated by fathers, sons, brothers, etc. 
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It should also be noted that some of the men named below were 
not miners at all but merely held shares in mines, one of the 
most notable names is that of Francis Chantry, the famous 
Sheffield born sculptor, who made his fame and fortune in 
London 

William John Bagshawe Esq. of the Oakes sold unto Francis Chantry 
of Pimlico, 1/24 part or share of Oden Mine in Peak Forest, for the 
sum of £100. (25/1 l/ 1821: DRO BIL 35). 

Occasionally women are mentioned by the Barmaster, e.g. Mary 
Bradley, Martha Cock, Sarah Hill, Elizabeth Jowle etc., these 
women had inherited (shares in) mines and are mentioned when 
the mine title is contested or is to be sold, 

. . . and Elizabeth Jowle . . . widow of the late Henry Jowle of 
Sparrow pit ... sold all that mine called Grain ... for £7 5. 
(20/11/1799: DRO BIL 33). 

Women were also noted by the Barmaster in the ore accounts 
for several mines: 
Mary Oldfield on Oxlow. 1756. (Bank Top?). 
Mary Barber, hillocking at Oden. 1765. 
Jane Hallom, hillocking at Oxlow Head. 1783. 
Hannah Longden, hillocking at Oxlow Head. 1787. 
Hannah Eyre, hillocking at Oxlow Head. 1787. 

It is obvious from these references that these women were 
working the surface tips for lead ore discarded by the present or 
former miners. Robert Hadfield is noted as being a 'caver' of ore 
at Rush Mine in April 1853. This is the only instance when such 
a term is used within the liberty. There is an isolated entry 
where a woman is noted as freeing a piece of mineral ground: 

Hannah Bradley gave one dish of ore to free a Founder Meer of an 
Old Vein in the Loads called Cowards loss. (18/2/1768: DRO. BIL 
32). 

Whether this entry means that she was actually mining lead ore 
underground, is not clear. She could of course have been 
working the vein from the surface. 

Lists of Mine Owners and Miners 

1752-1791. (DRO. BIL 31-32). 
Isaac Hall, Edward Ashton, Nathaniel Pickford, Samuel Oldfield, Isaac 
Shirt, Marshall Smallwood, Edward Fletcher, James Jowle, Robert 
Winterbotham, William Bradley, Daniel Bradley, Robert Wright, 
Thomas Wright, Richard Bennett, John Hadfield, Edward Cartledge, 
Stephen Beard, John Marchington, John Barber, Benjamin Ashton, 
Robert Cartledge, William Nall, Matthew Nall, Jasper Hall, John 
White, William Watts, Daniel Rose, Snr., Mr. Clay, Mr. John Holland, 
Richard White, Thomas Hadfield, John Holme, Richard Rolley, 
Joseph Cartledge, William Marshall Jnr., John Nall, Robert Bradshaw, 
Nicholas Bradshaw, Edward Barber, Edward White, Elias Ashton, 
Isaac Rose , Joshua Rose, Robert Nall, Ezra Hill, John Garlick, Isaac 
Morten, Samuel Beard, William Holme, Edward Oldfield, William 
Howard, Robert How, Henry Marchington, Joseph Wright, Isaac 
Sidebotham, Thomas Watts, Richard Pedley, Thomas Jowle, George 
Whittingham, Thomas Burrows, John Wright, Robert Barber, Adam 
Hill, Mary Bradley, William Bradley Jnr., George Barnsley, James 
Wright, John Hill, Thomas How, James How, Francis Fletcher, 
William Hill, Joseph Hall, Jeremy Rose, George Derby, Joseph 
Beverly, James Needham, Edward Watts, John Ashton, George 
Maltby, Joseph Rose, Henry Jowle, Stephen Robinson, George Watts, 
George Hartle, John Rose, Samuel Frith Esq., Tristram Hill, Richard 
Hill, Elias Hall, James Marchington, John How, Thomas Hartle, Amos 
Mellor, George Hallom, Robert Palfreyman, William Jowle, Samuel 
Fox, Robert Middleton, Daniel Stafford, Richard Ball, Edward Lomas, 
Elias Rose, George Hall, John Eyre Jnr., Elias Eyre, John Needham, 
Edmund Clayton, Thomas Pendleton, Thomas Hall, William 
Bramwell, Daniel Rose Jnr., Isaac Dakin, Joseph Storer, Samuel 
Bradbury, William Blackwell, Thomas Jowle, Mr. Jasper Frith, James 
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Jowle, John Kirk, Thomas Mellor, Samuel Holme, George White, 
Hannah Brad_ley, C~eb Hill, Micah How, William Brey, Samuel Eyre, 
Thomas Smith, Richard White, Mr. Broom, Thomas Needham, 
Thomas Bennett, Robert Hill, Robert Morten, Robert Hall, James 
Beard, John How, Francis Sykes, Henry Hill, George Storer, Abraham 
Andrews. 

1792-1806. (DRO BIL 33). 
Henry Jowle, John Barber, William Bradley, Adam Winterbotham, 
Jeremy Rose, Joseph Rose, Thomas Garlick, John Hadfield, James 
N~edham, John Bennett, Jeremy Royse, Joseph Wright, James Jowle, 
Elizabeth Jowle, Henry Jowle, William Jowle Jnr., John Wright, 
Robert Middleton, Godfrey Hall, Robert How, Thomas Barber, Amos 
Mellor, John Needham, Joseph Royse, Thomas Eyre, Thomas Wright, 
John Fletcher, Robert Barber, John Hall, Henry Watts, Abraham 
Dakin, Charles Cock, George Eeeds, John Hill, Robert Eyre, Joshua 
Eyre, Thomas Mellor, Luke Bradley, Joshua Dakin, Thomas Walker, 
George Pearson, George Hill, Samuel Frith Esq., Adam Hill, Edward 
Oldfield, Robert Cartledge, Stephen Beard, William Jowle. 

1806-1817. (DRO BIL 41). 
William Winterbotham, Adam Hill, John Cartledge, Thomas Garlick, 
George Hill, John Hill, James Marchington, Amos Mellor, John Nall, 
Matthew Needham, Thomas Needham, Henry Watts, John Jackson, 
Jeremy Hadfield, John Barber, Benjamin Barber, John Bennett, John 
Tym, James Walker, Thomas Hill, Thomas Barber, Henry Jowle 
George Barnsley, William Jackson. ' 

1817-1829. (DRO BIL 35). 

William Brey, John Needham, James Needham, George Hill, John 
Nall, Amos Mellor, Abraham Hall, William Jackson, John Bennett, 
Matthew Needham, John Barber, Thomas Barber, Daniel Mellor, John 
Hall, Thomas Somersett, Thomas Bird, Elias Hall, Ebenezer Hill, 
Samuel Frith Esq., Joseph Hall, William Foster Esq., Frederick 
William Foster Esq., .John How, William, John Bagshawe Esq., .John 
Read Esq., Francis Chantry, John Brown Esq., Thomas Elliot, Hannah 
Elliot, Isaac Ashton, Robert How Ashton, Jeremy Royse Jnr., William 
Needham, Robert Hall, Robert Bradwell, Thomas Mellor, Samuel 
Rorse, John Royse, Edward White, Joseph Eeds, Isaac Eeeds, George 
Shirt, Joseph Rose, Thomas Bentley, James Hill, Adam Hill, John 
Bradwell, Samuel Middleton, James Wright, William Taylor, Mary 
How, Francis Mellor, Isaac Hall, Anthony Hartle, George Watts, John 
Rose, John Holme, James Whittingham, William Goodwin, William 
Watts, Thomas Needham, Martha Cock, Matthew Frost, Mariot Dakin, 
Thomas Hall, Luke Bradley, Mr. Royle, Robert Poynton, Isaac Rose, 
Isaac Cheetham, Elias Needham, George Hill Snr., Thomas Wright, 
William Dakin, Septimus Needham. 

1829-1841. (DRO BIL 36). 
Thomas Hill, John Hall, Samuel Royse, Samuel Hill, Jeremy Royse, 
Thomas Shirt, Luke Bradley, Robert How, John Bennett, Thomas 
Bradley, Septimus Needham, Thomas Mellor, Daniel Mellor, John 
Dakin, Matthew Needham, Sarah Needham, Thomas Needham, 
George Hill, Samuel Mellor, William Middleton, Mr. Jasper Frith, 
Isaac Eeeds, ohn Bradwell Snr., John Bradwell Jnr., Robert Middleton, 
William Needham, George Jackson, Edward White, Thomas Hall, 
Matthew Frost, John Eyre, Robert How Ashton, John Barber, George 
White, Joseph Hall, William Eeeds, Richard Hill, Adam Hill, John 
Rose, Luke Bradley, Micah Barber, Micah Tym, Elias Needham, 
Jeremy Royse Snr., Elias Middleton, James Hadfield, Mary Rose, 
Robert Eyre, James Eyre, William Wildgoose, Simon Fletcher, John 
Goodwin, Robert Bradwell, Benjamin Pearson, Jeremy Royse Jnr., 
John Royse, George White Jnr., Thomas Clayton, Edmund Cartledge, 
Edward Lomas, Isaac Rose, Ebenezer Hill, Peter Higinbotham 
Richard Evans. ' 

1842-1851. (DRO BIL 37). 
John Jackson, Thomas Fletcher, Thomas Wildgoose, Joseph Robinson, 
James Robinson, Samuel Royse, Edward Lomas, Samuel Mellor, 
George Longden, Thomas Hill, Joseph Royse, Adam Hill, Elias Hall, 
Thomas Walker, William Jackson, Joseph Hall, Isaac Rose, John Hall, 
George Hill, Levie Bennett, John Bennett, James Hall, Roger Walker, 
George Hall, Joseph Ashton Jnr., John Vernon, John Broadbent, 
Thomas Eyre, Joseph Royse Jnr., Thomas Sidebotham, Robert Eyre, 
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James Hadfield, John Royse, Isaac Royse, Robert Middleton, 
Benjamin Barber, George Morten, Henry Hill, John Furniss, Isaac 
Eyre, John Revil, Samuel Needham, Benjamin Pearson, Samuel Revil, 
Elias Bradwell, George Hill Snr., George Hill Jnr., Daniel Bradley, 
Sarah Needham, Robert How Ashton, George Jackson, Edward 
Winterbotham, John Hall Jnr., Thomas Bradley, Sarah Hill, Peter 
Higinbotham, Samuel Bradwell, Elias Needham, Ernest Morten, John 
Thomley, William Keeling, John Ashton, Robert Mellor, James Hill, 
Charles Tym, Robert Jackson, Thomas Hadfield, George Cawley, 
John Potter, John Bradwell, Thomas Jeffrey Jnr, Thomas Hoyle, 
Joseph Greatorex, John Fletcher, Adam Hill Snr., Jasper Hill, Joshua 
Barnsley, George White. 

1852-1856. (DRO BIL 39). 
James Winterbotham, Thomas Ashton, Robert How Ashton, William 
Keeling, Adam Hill, William Bagshawe, Daniel Bagshawe, Thomas 
Taylor, Joseph Greatorex, Isaac Rose, George Watts, Jasper Watts, 
Henry Watts, George Hill, Isaac Shirt, John Hall, Thomas Needham, 
Isaac Sheldon. 

A large percentage of the men were from Castleton e.g. Rose, 
Royse, Needham, Eeds, Eyre, Hall, Ashton, Barber etc. Others 
came from much farther afield. This is fairly typical of the 
ownership patterns of Peak mining whereby areas and, 
particularly, the middle and larger sized mines within them, are 
dominated by a few families, often with smelting interests, with 
a large number of "clients" who own small shares in a 
substantial number of mines they control. Smaller mines were 
often dominated by local people owning small shares and most 
of the actual miners would have been local. 

UNLOCATED MINES 

The following are all mines noted by the Barmasters' whose 
location within the liberty is not known: 

Oldfield Folly, Moorhen, Ough Ton, First, Partridge, Black 
Hole, 
Buy The Truth and Sell It Not, Royal Rose, Salad Hole, Cocks 
End, Camsells Grove, Cherry Brandy, Leywards Venture, New 
Wall, Windy Knowl, Wham Head, Yate Stoop, Little Vein. 

NOTES ON THE LIBERTY MAPS OF 1807 AND 1853. 

These two maps drawn for the Duke of Devonshire show 
numerous mine sites, but what is slightly puzzling is that they 
only show a small proportion of the mines that are known to 
exist when these maps were compiled. The answer to this 
problem could be that they only show the mines that were in 
work at these dates. Below is a list of the mining features that 
are recorded on each of the maps. 

1807 map 
Belland Yard containing shafts/coes at Two Rakes Head. 
Small Belland Yard at Birch Hall. 
Small Belland Yard containing shafts/coes and a gin circle at Eldon 
End. 
Small Belland Yard at Oxlow Head. 
Coe/shaft at Coalpithole. 
Small Belland Yard containing a gin circle and shaft/coe at Daysy 
Rake. 
Small Belland Yard containing a gin circle and shaft/coe at Nether 
Oxlow. 
Small Belland Yard containing shaft/coe at Jowle Grove. 
Small Belland Yard containing shaft/coe at Watts Grove. 
Small Belland Yard containing shaft/coe at Portaway. 

1853 map 
Large Belland Yard containing shafts/coes at Two Rakes Head. 
Two small Belland Yards at Birch Hall. 
Two large Belland Yards containing shafts/coes, water storage ponds 
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and a gin circle at Eldon End. 
Large Belland Yard containing shafts/coes at Oxlow Head. 
Large Belland Yard containing shafts/coes at Cleartheway. 
Three small Belland Yards, coes/shafts, water storage pond at Hurdlow 
End and White Rake. 
Numerous coes/shafts on Gautries Rake. 
Three coes/shafts and a water storage pond at Coalpithole. 
Small Belland Yard containing coes/shafts, gin circle and a crushing 
circle at Burning Drake. 
Small Belland Yard containing coe/shaft and a water storage pond at 
Marsh Loggin. 
Coe/shaft at Nether Oxlow. 
Coe/shaft at Jowle Grove. 
Coes/shafts and a gin circle at Watts Grove. 
Large Belland Yard at Portaway. 
Two small Belland Yards containing coes/shafts at Hill's Venture. 
Small Belland Yard at Boggard Hole. 

SURFACE REMAINS 

The following is a list of the surface remains that can be seen on 
the various veins within Peak Forest Liberty. It should be noted 
that the majority of the veins are located on private land and 
therefore the permission of the respective landowner should be 
sought before entering these areas. Nevertheless the remains on 
private land can be observed from the network of public 
footpaths that cross the liberty, all of which are shown on 
modem O.S. maps of the area. For clarity the veins are noted 
from north to south and east to west. The locations of the 
various veins is shown in Fig. I. 

Oden Vein. Little remains at this location apart from the shaft hollow 
marking the site of West Shaft at SK 123 832. 

Foreside Rake. Untouched hillocks and hollows containing several 
coes. An open stope just north of the 86061 road at SK 117 820 is of 
unknown depth. 

Marsh Loggin Vein. Untouched hillocks, large belland yard containing 
a coe. Several covered shafts. 

Two Rakes Head, Birch Hall and Windle and Rush Vein. Untouched 
hillocks, several large belland yards, numerous covered shafts, coes, 
gin circle, huddle dam and a possible crushing circle at SK 121 814. 

Eldon End Vein. Totally obliterated apart from single shaft hollow and 
mound at SK 110 815. 

Eldon Bent Vein. Untouched hillocks, small belland yard and gin or 
crushing circle at SK 120 813. 

Burning Drake Vein. Untouched hillocks, large belland yard, large 
natural shakeholes, numerous shafts, coe and fireplace and a well 
preserved crushing circle at SK 118 811. 

Wrangling Rake. Untouched hillocks, numerous shafts, two coes 
complete with ore recesses and possible crushing circle (SK 115 811 ). 

Eldon Vein. Small belland yard, untouched hillocks and covered 
shafts. 

Portaway or Chance Sun Vein. Hillocks largely removed apart from 
SK 127 808 where two parallel veins can be seen. 

White Rake at Grain/Losom Top. Slight removal of hillocks, coes, 
crushing circle, water storage pond, two gin circles and engine shafts 
(one run-in) and several other covered shafts. 

White Rake on Great Eldon. Untouched hillocks, several deep open 
stopes, several covered shafts, large belland yard, water storage pond, 
huddle dams and a walled vein exposure. Possible large ore storage 
hopper or coe. 

White Rake on Eldon Side. Untouched hillocks, several shafts. 
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Hurdlow End Vein. Hillocks partly removed, gin circle, engine shaft, 
water storage pond and large huddle dam. 

Harkforward in Perry Dale. Untouched hillocks. 

Coalpithole Rake. Several covered shafts, large opencuts. 

Gautries Rake. Untouched hillocks, large opencuts, numerous shafts, 
water storage ponds, coes, three huddle dams connected by channels, 
possible crushing circle, stone lined huddle, possible adit entrance 
(run-in) with a drainage channel leading to a large water storage pond 
and a large stone built elevated ramp at SK I 06 808. 

Perryfoot area. Untouched hillocks. 

Oxlow Rake. Untouched hillocks, several shafts, huddle dams, large 
open cuts, ore kiln and large belland yards. Ruins of small engine house 
and shaft at Nether Oxlow. 

Cop Rake. Untouched hillocks. 

Moss Rake. Untouched hillocks, huddle dams, water storage pond, 
coes, crushing circle and numerous covered shafts. 

Barmoor Clough/Loads Know) area. Untouched hillocks at various 
locations on short veins. 

Loads Barn area. Small length of untouched vein at SK 094 788 
includes a well preserved climbing shaft. 

INCIDENT AL MINING NOTES 

(I) At SKI03 827, north of the A625 Chapel-en-le-Frith to 
Castleton Road, can be seen two adjacent shaft mounds at the 
foot of the steeply sloping hillside. These are believed to be 
shafts that were sunk in an attempt to locate the projected line 
of Odin Vein, 61 meers to the west of the West Forefield Shaft 
near the Mam Nick carpark at SK123 832. 

(2) In May I 856, Joseph Wright of Peak Forest put on show the 
fossilized skeleton of a man, that was said to have been found 
at ninety feet depth in a lead mine at Peak Forest. The location 
of the mine remains a mystery, but the Wright family were 
involved at Portaway Mine on Bower Eldon for many years 
previous to this date, so could this be the location of the mine in 
question? 

(3) Copper Mine at Rushop. In 1811 Farey stated that, 

Mr. Pilkington mentions a pretended discovery, by ignorant or 
designing persons, of a Copper Mine at Rushop Edge, near Peak 
Forest. (in Limestone Shale). 

If this mine ever existed it must be located near the 
limestone/shale boundary in the region of Perryfoot, on what 
Farey described as 'The Great Limestone Fault'. 

(4) In 1789 at Portaway Mine on Bower Eldon, Samuel Fox of 
Bradwell is noted as being one of the partners. A man of the 
same name and residence was born in June 1815, in a cottage 
alongside the main road through the village. He later founded 
the Stocksbridge Ironworks and is believed to be the inventor of 
the umbrella. It is highly probable that he was a relative of the 
man noted at Portaway. 

(5) Henry Jowle of Peak Forest was employed at Moorfurlong 
or Wokley Mine, Bradwell (SK168 812), in 1694 to build and 
install a fan for use within the mine. This is the earliest 
documented example of such an item being used in a 
Derbyshire lead mine. 
( J. H. Rieuwerts. pers. comm.). 
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(6) The Joule connection. James Joule, Physicist born in 
Salford, Greater Manchester in 1818. He showed that heat is a 
form of energy and established the mechanical equivalent of 
heat. It is possible that this man was related to the Jowle family 
of Peak Forest. 

(7) Even though this item is not directly related to mining 
within the liberty it is still of interest. Previous to 1916 a deep 
well borehole was drilled in Barmoor Clough on the limestone/ 
gritstone boundary. The various strata bored through revealed, 
shale, oil, gritstone, boulder beds, dry river beds, sand, lead 
(ore), limestone and finally pierced into a massive volume of 
water thickly impregnated with fine sea sand. The water rises in 
the borehole, to a fault/dry river bed, 150ft. below the surface, 
where it drains away. Powerful steam pumps used continuously 
for 21 days failed to lower the level of the water. The limestone 
column located outside Chapel-en-le-Frith Memorial Institute 
is the bottom bore extracted from over 700ft. depth immediately 
before piercing the water bearing strata. 

CONCLUSION 

This article is the culmination of over two years research into 
the history of the mines in Peak Forest Liberty. It is a little 
disappointing that out of a total of over 200 mines only 43 can 
be positively located. Nevertheless, a great percentage of these 
locations were previously unknown. The recording of mine 
names and indeed the people who worked in them is an 
important aspect of mining history research and it is hoped that 
this article will make these names available to a wider 
readership. 
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